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 1 P R O C E E D I N G 

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Good morning,

 3 everyone.  We'll open the hearing in Docket DT 07 -027.  I

 4 apologize for the delay.  I wanted to make sure I  had all

 5 of the paperwork that's been filed in the last we ek or so.

 6 In terms of procedural background, I'll point out  that the

 7 Commission issued Order 25,103 on May 14, 2010.  That

 8 order denied the request for approval of Alternat ive

 9 Regulation Plan for Merrimack County Telephone Co mpany,

10 and allowed additional time for evidence regardin g

11 competitive wireline service in the Kearsarge Tel ephone

12 Company exchanges.  Pursuant to that order, on Ju ne 11,

13 2010, TDS submitted an affidavit of Thomas Murray .  And,

14 we issued an order on July 15 that approved a pro cedural

15 order setting a hearing on additional evidence.

16 Well, before I go through the motions,

17 let's just get the appearances on the record, and  then

18 I'll go through the various motions. 

19 MR. MALONE:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

20 I'm Harry Malone, of Devine, Millimet, on behalf of the

21 Petitioners, Kearsarge Telephone Company and Merr imack

22 County Telephone Company.

23 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.

24 MR. MALONE:  Good morning.
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 1 MR. FELTES:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman,

 2 Commissioners.  My name is Dan Feltes, a staff at torney

 3 with New Hampshire Legal Assistance.  I'm here on  behalf

 4 of Intervenor Daniel Bailey.  With me at counsel table is

 5 co-counsel Alan Linder, and behind us is Dr. Ben Johnson.

 6 Thank you.

 7 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.

 8 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Good morning.  Rorie

 9 Hollenberg, Meredith Hatfield, and Stephen Eckber g, here

10 for the Office of Consumer Advocate.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.

12 MR. FOSSUM:  And, good morning.  Matthew

13 Fossum, for the Staff of the Public Utilities Com mission.

14 And, with me this morning are Kate Bailey and Mic hael

15 Ladam from Commission Staff.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Good morning.

17 MR. MALONE:  Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.  I

18 would also like to mention that with me today is Fred

19 Coolbroth, of Devine, Millimet, also on behalf of

20 Kearsarge and Merrimack; Thomas E. Murray, of TDS  Telecom,

21 and Bryan Woltman of TDS Telecom.

22 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.  Well, let

23 me hopefully start with the easiest things first.   I think

24 there's four sets of motions that I want to talk to
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 1 briefly.  One begins with the -- it's the Motion to Quash

 2 certain data requests that was filed by the Offic e of

 3 Consumer Advocate with respect to data requests m ade by

 4 Staff to Comcast.  And, there were some -- a numb er of

 5 exchanges on that issue.  And, on September 23, S taff

 6 filed a letter withdrawing the requests.

 7 Is there -- is it fair for me to

 8 conclude that that is a moot issue?  That we don' t have to

 9 speak to that further?

10 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Yes.

11 MR. FELTES:  Yes.

12 MR. FOSSUM:  Yes.

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, Mr. Malone?

14 MR. MALONE:  That's correct.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  So, we're in

16 agreement on that.  Thank you.  We also have, and  I just

17 want to -- I don't want to get into the substance  of the

18 issues, I just want to make sure we have a comman d of all

19 the paperwork.  We have a Motion for Leave to Fil e

20 Proposed Findings and Rulings that was made by Ne w

21 Hampshire Legal Assistance on September 20, and w e have an

22 opposition to that motion that was filed by TDS o n

23 September 22nd.  And, I believe that's all that w e have on

24 that issue.  Is there anything that I've missed o n that
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 1 motion?

 2 MS. HOLLENBERG:  We did not file a

 3 response, because we concurred with the request.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  And,

 5 we also have the TDS Motion to Strike Testimony o f

 6 Mr. Johnson -- Dr. Johnson that was filed on

 7 September 22nd, and we have an objection by New H ampshire

 8 Legal Assistance that was filed on September 24.  And, I

 9 believe that is everything that we've seen so far  to that

10 issue?

11 MR. FELTES:  Mr. Chairman, New Hampshire

12 Legal Assistance and the Intervenor Bailey did fi le a

13 Motion in Limine on September 23rd, but that woul d go to

14 the potential responses to Staff data requests.  And,

15 we'll just note that that motion that was filed i s also

16 moot as a consequence of the withdrawal of the da ta

17 requests.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, you're going back to

19 issue that I raised in the line of arguments abou t the

20 Motion to Quash?

21 MR. FELTES:  Yes.  Exactly.  But we,

22 yes, we made an additional filing, in the event t hat

23 Motion to Quash wasn't granted, so the Commission ers could

24 have it in advance of the hearing.  But that issu e is also
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 1 moot, that motion is moot, because the data reque sts have

 2 been withdrawn.  Just wanted to point out there w as an

 3 additional filing.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  And, then, I also

 5 have the -- so, we have the Motion to Strike the Murray

 6 testimony, Motion in Limine that was filed on

 7 September 24, and I guess we need to provide an

 8 opportunity to the Company to respond to that.  D oes

 9 anybody -- well, let's do that.  We have the Moti on in

10 Limine to strike portions of the Rebuttal Testimo ny of

11 Thomas E. Murray that was filed on Friday.  Does the Legal

12 Assistance or Staff want to speak to that motion,  before I

13 give TDS an opportunity to respond?

14 MR. FOSSUM:  Staff has no response to

15 that motion.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Feltes.

17 MR. FELTES:  Chairman Getz, Intervenor

18 Bailey does support the OCA's Motion to Strike.  We do

19 think that the cited portions are new testimony, new

20 supplemental testimony, rather than rebuttal test imony.

21 And, specifically, we want to point out Exhibit T EM-15C,

22 which involves number porting information from th e

23 exchange of Meriden, which is decidedly new testi mony.

24 So, we support the OCA's motion.  And, thank you.
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Mr. Malone.

 2 MR. MALONE:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

 3 As we summarize it, Mr. Eckberg's testimony criti cized Mr.

 4 Murray's method of providing printouts of the Com cast

 5 authorized dealer websites as evidence that Comca st was

 6 offering telephone service in the Kearsarge and M errimack

 7 exchanges.  And, he also attacked the credibility  of

 8 Mr. Murray's results, particularly in regard to t he fact

 9 that Mr. Murray did not use an address-specific a pproach

10 when he was looking for these offerings.  And, hi s

11 testimony can pretty well be summed up by his sta tement on

12 the first -- second page of his testimony where h e said

13 "The conclusion I reach is that I cannot replicat e this

14 information in a reliable manner."  And, the stat ement can

15 be read two ways:  Either Mr. Eckberg is confessi ng to the

16 technical limitations of the system he was workin g with.

17 Or, in his opinion, that information is not relia ble and

18 cannot be replicated "period".  And, I think it's  obvious

19 that it's the latter, meaning that he intended,

20 considering that he's testifying not as a private  citizen

21 talking about "surfing the Web", but as a utility  analyst

22 for a State agency testifying as OCA's expert.  

23 And, we can review some of the other

24 things that he said.  He said that, on Page 4 of his
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 1 testimony, he said "A printout of a webpage may p roduce a

 2 hard copy output that is somewhat different than what one

 3 actually sees on the computer screen."  In respon se --

 4 and, on Page 6 of his testimony, in response to a  question

 5 as to whether "the information provided on those websites

 6 [was] from Comcast?"  He said, "I'm not certain."   On Page

 7 7, he said "There is no way to tell from the Comp any's

 8 filing if the information that is available from this

 9 non-Comcast website is as accurate or as up-to-da te as the

10 information that is available directly on Comcast 's

11 official website."  And, finally, on Page 8, you know, he

12 says "I question the reliability" -- or "I...ques tion the

13 reliability of the printouts in Attachment A."  A nd,

14 finally, in regarding to a strawman search that h e put

15 together, regarding typing in changes to the addr ess line,

16 he said "The results are nonsensical."

17 So, in summary, we have Mr. Eckberg's

18 testimony that the information that Mr. Murray pr ovided is

19 not as reliable, not as accurate, and not as curr ent as

20 screenshots taken from Comcast's website, and may , in

21 fact, be "nonsensical".  And, now, we have a Moti on to

22 Strike that essentially states that "TDS should n ot be

23 permitted to challenge these statements in a prac tical

24 way."
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 1 If we were not to produce comparisons,

 2 screenshots, the way Mr. Eckberg has suggested, i ncluding

 3 address-specific screenshots the way he suggested , the

 4 only other thing that we could do would be to wal k him

 5 through in cross-examination.

 6 You know, the OCA, in their motion, has

 7 said that "rebuttal evidence is given to explain,  repel,

 8 counteract or disprove facts."  And, that's exact ly what

 9 Mr. Murray did.  To establish the reliability of his

10 original evidence within the frame work that Mr. Eckberg

11 himself suggested, using address-specific searche s, he

12 produced evidence that demonstrates that what he filed

13 with his affidavits in June is comparable or iden tical to

14 the information that you could get directly from Comcast's

15 website.  And, that's all he's doing, no more, no  less,

16 demonstrating the validity of the information tha t he

17 provided in June.  And, even if OCA, I mean, they  make

18 reference to the "hundreds of pages" that we've p rovided,

19 but it's the only way that you're going to produc e

20 screenshots, you know, of screens that can run fo r a

21 number of pages, rather than printouts.

22 OCA had the opportunity to question Mr.

23 Murray about his rebuttal testimony at the techni cal

24 session following the submission of his testimony .  And,
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 1 it's a technical session that was scheduled speci fically

 2 for that purpose, and they didn't do that; instea d, they

 3 filed a Motion to Strike.

 4 So, we believe that Exhibits TEM-5

 5 through TEM-13 provide, you know, simply a compar ison,

 6 according to Mr. Eckberg's specifications, that

 7 establishes the validity of the exhibits that he filed in

 8 June.  And, as another matter, they also establis hed that

 9 there is a $19.99 entry rate, and that's responsi ve to

10 Pages 7 through 9 of Dr. Johnson's testimony.

11 Finally, thank you, regarding the

12 porting info, we believe that that should stay in  the

13 record as simply an update, refreshing the record  on -- as

14 to the porting information that we provided in th e

15 original affidavit in June.  Thank you.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.

17 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Excuse me, are we --

18 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  I think, at this

20 point, what we are going to do is take a brief re cess.

21 We've heard both sides of all the motions, and, e specially

22 given that we've just heard a response on the Mot ion to

23 Strike the Murray testimony, we're going to take,  I hope,

24 a fairly brief recess, and to see if we can have some
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 1 findings before we get into the cross-examination  of the

 2 testimony.

 3 So, with that, we're going to take a

 4 brief recess.

 5 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Excuse me.  If I might

 6 just make, as it is the OCA's motion, if I may ju st make a

 7 couple of points in response to the Company's res ponse,

 8 which I've just heard this morning?

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Well, let me stop

10 you right there then.  What I want to do is make sure all

11 the motions we're going to have equal number of r ounds of

12 opportunity.  With that response, everybody has s poken to

13 their motion and everybody has had a chance to re spond.

14 If you're going to -- if you need an opportunity to

15 respond there, then we're going to reopen all the  other

16 motions for another round of argument.

17 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I guess I don't

18 understand.  I'm not following you, but --

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, you had -- you

20 made a motion, opposing party made a response.  T here's no

21 right to a third round.  If we're going to provid e a third

22 round to you, then I want to make sure that all t he other

23 motions, everybody has had equal opportunity to m ake an

24 additional round of argument.  We've got differen t parties
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 1 making different motions in the first instance.  So, I

 2 guess, --

 3 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Okay.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  -- if you feel a need to

 5 make an argument, a third round of argument on th is issue,

 6 then you may proceed.  But, then, I'm just going to reopen

 7 the other arguments.

 8 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Well, then, I guess my

 9 response will be that I respectfully disagree tha t, as a

10 proponent of the motion, that we do not have, at least as

11 far as the Commission's practice goes, the right to

12 respond to the response to our motion.  And, I wo uld just

13 object for the record.  Thank you.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, you're objecting on

15 a procedural basis, but you're not going to speak  to the

16 substance?  Or, you're just saying that you disag ree with

17 what Mr. Malone just said?

18 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I'm saying that I

19 disagree that my response would entitle them to a nother

20 response.  So, I'm just objecting to that.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  No -- well, that's where

22 we've got some confusion here.  What I'm saying i s, if you

23 want to respond to Mr. Malone on your motion, on the

24 Motion to Strike the Murray testimony, then I'm g oing to
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 1 let Mr. Malone respond on the Legal Assistance ob jection

 2 to strike the Johnson testimony.

 3 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I see.  I'm sorry, I

 4 misunderstood that.  So, I will let the record sp eak for

 5 itself.  And, to the extent that we disagree with  the

 6 ruling on the motion, we'll take appropriate acti on at

 7 that time.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  

 9 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  As will we.  Let's take

11 a recess.

12 (Whereupon a recess was taken at 9:47 

13 a.m. and the hearing resumed at 10:11 

14 a.m.) 

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We're back on the

16 record.  And, we're going to address the two pend ing

17 Motions to Strike.  Before I do that, let me just  make one

18 point clear that I think that comes up in at leas t one of

19 the motions is, in this phase of the proceeding w e are

20 dealing only with the Kearsarge information.  We will not

21 be dealing with the Merrimack issues.  So, it's g oing to

22 be strictly with the Kearsarge issues, and that's

23 consistent with our order from May 14.

24 All right.  First, with respect to the
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 1 TDS Motion to Strike portions of the Rebuttal Tes timony of

 2 Ben Johnson, we deny that motion.  So, we will pr oceed

 3 with the cross-examination of Dr. Johnson when we  come to

 4 that portion of the hearing today.

 5 With respect to the Motion to Strike the

 6 Murray Rebuttal, we've looked at the rebuttal tes timony,

 7 we've considered the Motion to Strike and the rep ly by

 8 Mr. Malone this morning, and we're going to deny that

 9 Motion to Strike.  It appears, on what we've hear d, that

10 the rebuttal testimony is truly rebuttal testimon y,

11 primarily to what Mr. Eckberg had to say in his t estimony,

12 and not new evidence.  I'd also point out, in the  context

13 of the Motion to Strike, an argument is made that  "the

14 Commission should not countenance TDS's attempt t o present

15 its case through rebuttal", and it cites a Commis sion

16 order, "71 NHPUC 547 at 549".  And, the language in that

17 order says that "The Commission will not countena nce a

18 party's attempt to present its entire case in reb uttal",

19 and that's not the situation we have before us, b ecause

20 there was testimony or affidavits previously file d by Mr.

21 Murray.

22 Having said that, in our deliberations,

23 we will be looking very closely at the issue of w hat

24 constitutes "fair rebuttal" and what might consti tute "new
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 1 evidence", as we do when we are performing our

 2 deliberations on most cases.  But, for the purpos es of the

 3 motion before us, we're denying the motion, and w e'll

 4 proceed with the opportunity for cross-examinatio n on that

 5 testimony.

 6 MS. HOLLENBERG:  And, if I could just

 7 respectfully preserve my objection to the Commiss ion's

 8 ruling on our Motion to Strike.

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.

10 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Your exception is noted.

12 Are there any other procedural issues or other is sues we

13 need to address, before we hear from the TDS witn ess?  Mr.

14 Linder?

15 MR. LINDER:  I assume then that the

16 Commission will be taking up at the end of the he aring the

17 Motion for Findings and Rulings?

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, by "taking it up",

19 what do you mean?  Ruling on the motion?

20 MR. LINDER:  Yes.  Yes.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Yes.  Before we close

22 the hearings, we'll address that motion.  I'm ass uming we

23 don't need to do that before we proceed with the

24 cross-examination of witnesses, is that fair?
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 1 MR. LINDER:  Yes.  Yes, sir.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  All right.  If there's

 3 nothing else, then, Mr. Malone.

 4 MR. MALONE:  Yes.  Thank you.  I'd like

 5 to call Mr. Murray to the stand please.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, is the -- well, let

 7 me ask this question of the witnesses.  Please pr oceed.

 8 Is the plan to have him adopt both rounds of test imony and

 9 then to cross on both rounds of testimony?

10 MR. MALONE:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  All right.  Please

12 proceed.

13 (Whereupon Thomas E. Murray was duly 

14 sworn and cautioned by the Court 

15 Reporter.) 

16 THOMAS E. MURRAY, SWORN 

17  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

18 BY MR. MALONE: 

19 Q. All right.  Would you please state your name an d

20 business address.

21 A. My name is Thomas E. Murray.  My business addre ss is 24

22 Depot Square, Northfield, Vermont, VT., 05663.

23 Q. And, by whom are you employed and in what capac ity?

24 A. TDS Telecom.  And, my title is Manager of State
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 1 Government Affairs.  I handle state government af fairs

 2 for Vermont, Maine, New Hampshire, and Maine -- N ew

 3 York.

 4 Q. And, have you testified previously before this

 5 Commission?

 6 A. Not on the stand.

 7 Q. I'm going to show you a copy marked "Exhibit 14 P".

 8 And, that's entitled the "Affidavit of Thomas E. Murray

 9 regarding Kearsarge Telephone Company", consistin g of

10 23 pages, including text and attachments that hav e been

11 premarked as "KTC-MCT 14P".  Can you identify tha t?

12 A. Yes.  This is the Exhibit 14P.

13 MR. MALONE:  All right.  That exhibit

14 has been -- copies have been delivered to the par ties, as

15 well as the Court Reporter and the Clerk.  

16 BY MR. MALONE: 

17 Q. Was this affidavit submitted in response to the

18 Commission's Order Number 25,103 dated May 14th, 2010

19 in this docket?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Okay.  Directing your attention to Page 26 of t hat

22 order, let me give you a copy of that order.

23 A. I have a copy here.

24 Q. You have a copy of that order with you?
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. Okay.

 3 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Excuse me, Mr.

 4 Chairman.  If I might, just at this moment, ask a

 5 procedural question.  Typically, there's a summar y of

 6 testimony, but we don't get into direct of the wi tnesses.

 7 And, I'm wondering if that's something that we're  going to

 8 do at this hearing?  Because it seems as though w e're --

 9 the Company's attorney is conducting a direct exa mination.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, I guess we always

11 have a direct examination, I guess it's "how does  it play

12 out?"  And, Mr. Malone, do you have a response on  what

13 your intention is?

14 MR. MALONE:  Our intention is simply to

15 go through the previously filed testimony of Mr. Murray

16 and get it entered in the record.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, I guess, when you

18 say "go through", obviously, we have prefiled aff idavits

19 here and rebuttal testimony.  I think Ms. Hollenb erg is

20 right, we typically will allow for a brief summar y,

21 because the whole purpose of prefiled written tes timony is

22 that we've read it and are familiar with it.  So,  I don't

23 think we need to go in much detail, in terms of w hat he

24 filed both on June 14 and on September 20.
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 1 MR. MALONE:  All right.  Well, there are

 2 a few corrections that we do need to make to some  of his

 3 prefiled testimony that we would like to cover.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, please do that.

 5 MR. MALONE:  All right.

 6 BY MR. MALONE: 

 7 Q. Okay.  Just there's a confidential version of t his

 8 testimony that's also been marked as "KTC-MCT

 9 Exhibit 14C", correct?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. All right.  Do you have any corrections that yo u wish

12 to make to Exhibit 14P and 14C?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Could you tell me what those are?

15 A. Hang on.

16 Q. Do you have a copy?

17 A. I do, but mine doesn't have the line numbers on  it --

18 no, it doesn't.  So, I'm just going to have to wo rk

19 through that.

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, let's, just one

21 moment, because we have to figure out what's goin g to be

22 on the record and what -- let's go off the record  for a

23 second.

24 MR. MALONE:  Okay.
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Just so Mr. Patnaude

 2 isn't struggling to record minor asides.

 3 (Brief off-the-record discussion 

 4 ensued.) 

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Let's go back on

 6 the record then.

 7 MR. MALONE:  All right.  

 8 BY MR. MALONE: 

 9 Q. Mr. Murray, do you have the -- know the changes  you

10 need to make to your affidavits?  

11 A. I do.

12 MR. MALONE:  Okay.  We have marked-up

13 copies.

14 (Documents distributed.) 

15 BY THE WITNESS: 

16 A. On the first page, in the first paragraph, thro ugh the

17 course of submitting my resumé as part of the reb uttal

18 per one of the data requests, I was looking at my  years

19 of service at TDS and Rural Cellular Corporation and my

20 math was off in the affidavit.  So, the sentence that

21 begins with "My background includes twenty years in the

22 telecommunications field including", that number is

23 going to be "seven years of employment with TDS

24 Telecom, four years with Rural Cellular Corp."  T hat's
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 1 the only change on that page.  On Page 2, the thi rd

 2 item, in the affidavit we stated that this -- the

 3 information was gathered from a "Comcast website" , and,

 4 after the submission, we recognized that it was

 5 actually a Comcast Authorized Dealer.  So, there' s a

 6 couple minor edits to synchronize that with the

 7 affidavit.

 8 In that third bullet, "The responsive

 9 evidence presented to the Commission herein is in  three

10 forms:"  The sentence should read, after that:

11 "Website marketing materials offering Comcast voi ce

12 service".  So, we've moved "Comcast" over in that

13 sentence.

14 Correspondingly, the next bullet, number

15 4, has been reworded to be more accurate with the  --

16 this Comcast authorized dealer webpage.  So, numb er 4

17 reads "KTC obtained webpage printouts from an -- from a

18 Comcast authorized dealer".  So, that's the chang e that

19 you should have before you.

20 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Excuse me please.  I

21 would just like to note at this time that we obje ct to the

22 correction of an affidavit with information that is more

23 properly provided in rebuttal.  And, that this wa s his

24 affidavit at the time that he filed it.  These st atements
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 1 were reflecting what his -- my understanding is t hat these

 2 statements reflected his belief that these were C omcast

 3 websites.  And that, to change it now is not an a ccurate

 4 reflection of what his understanding was at the t ime that

 5 he filed the affidavit.  Thank you.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Do you have a response,

 7 Mr. Malone?

 8 MR. MALONE:  One of our questions is

 9 going to be "whether this is true and accurate to day?"  

10 BY MR. MALONE: 

11 Q. Mr. Murray, is this information that you're pro viding

12 true and accurate today?

13 A. It is.

14 Q. Thank you.  Have you completed all -- are you d one with

15 the changes to your affidavit?

16 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Hold on one moment

17 please.

18 MR. MALONE:  Sure.

19 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

20 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Malone, I'm trying

22 to get straight here on what's what, in terms of the

23 affidavit.  So, you've premarked -- earlier you t alked

24 about "14P" and "14C".
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 1 MR. MALONE:  That's correct.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, this is "14A".  Is

 3 that intended to --

 4 MR. MALONE:  Yes.  That's intended to be

 5 the marked-up version, for the convenience of the  --

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, the intention is to

 7 put into the record the original 14P and 14C as f iled back

 8 in June, and then to also have a 14A entered into  the

 9 record today that includes as well these changes?

10 MR. MALONE:  That's correct, Mr.

11 Chairman.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  All right.  I

13 think we understand where we are.  So, let's proc eed.

14 MR. MALONE:  All right.

15 BY MR. MALONE: 

16 Q. Mr. Murray, does that complete the changes to y our

17 affidavit?

18 A. Yes, it does.

19 Q. Okay.  With those changes, which are shown on

20 Exhibit 14A, is the information contained in

21 Exhibits 14P and 14C, as modified in Exhibit 14A,  true

22 and accurate to the best of your knowledge, infor mation

23 and belief?

24 A. Yes, it is.
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 1 Q. Okay.  All right.  I'm going to show you an exh ibit

 2 marked "15P".  And, that's entitled the "Affidavi t of

 3 Thomas E. Murray regarding Merrimack County Telep hone

 4 Company", consisting of 23 pages, including text and

 5 attachments.  And, that's been premarked as "KTC- MCT

 6 Exhibit 15P".  Can you please identify it?

 7 A. 15P for the record.  This is Exhibit 15P for th e

 8 record.

 9 Q. Pardon?

10 A. This is it here.  

11 Q. Okay.

12 A. 15P.

13 Q. And, is there a confidential version of that do cument

14 that's been premarked as "KTC-MCT 15C", which I'm

15 showing you now?

16 A. Yes.

17 MR. FELTES:  Mr. Chairman, earlier I

18 think that we had heard that we were going to add ress KTC

19 today and not MCT.  And, some of these exhibits g o to MCT.

20 And, just as a clarification, just to see the sco pe of

21 where we're going.  

22 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  We will not, in this

23 proceeding, be making any rulings about Merrimack

24 Telephone.  To the extent there are subsets of do cuments
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 1 that include reference to "Merrimack Telephone", they're

 2 irrelevant.

 3 MR. FELTES:  Okay.  Thank you.

 4 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  And, if I could just

 5 ask one question to clarify the exhibits, because  they may

 6 be sorted differently than how you put them in.  14C, the

 7 confidential version that you've premarked this m orning,

 8 is the testimony -- excuse me, the Affidavit of M r.

 9 Murray, and an Attachment B that's confidential, correct?

10 MR. MALONE:  That's correct.

11 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Is there anything in

12 the testimony itself, before you get to that Atta chment B,

13 that's confidential?

14 MR. MALONE:  No.

15 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  In our files, they were

16 separated.  So, I just wanted to make sure we wer en't

17 missing a separate set of testimony that had prot ected

18 information.  Thank you.

19 MR. MALONE:  Okay.  Mr. Chairman, based

20 on the previous discussion, we are going to be wi thdrawing

21 Exhibit 15P, C, and A, and they will not be moved  into

22 evidence.

23 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Very well.

24 (Exhibits KTC-MCT 15P, 15C, and 15A were 
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 1 withdrawn by the Petitioner.) 

 2 MR. MALONE:  Okay.

 3 BY MR. MALONE: 

 4 Q. Mr. Murray, I'm going to show you a document ma rked

 5 "KTC-MCT Exhibit 16P".  Consists of 214 pages of text

 6 and attachments.  It's entitled the "Rebuttal Tes timony

 7 of Thomas E. Murray on behalf of Kearsarge Teleph one

 8 Company and Merrimack County Telephone Company".  Can

 9 you identify it please?

10 A. This is it, Exhibit 16P.

11 Q. Okay.  Is it your rebuttal testimony?

12 A. Yes, it is.

13 Q. And, is there a confidential version of this do cument

14 that's been premarked as "KTC-MCT Exhibit 16C"?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Okay.  What is the difference between the versi ons?

17 A. The confidential version contains porting infor mation

18 of TDS customers that have ported their numbers o r

19 taken their landline numbers to Comcast.

20 Q. Okay.  Do you have any changes or corrections t hat you

21 wish to make in your rebuttal testimony?

22 A. A couple, a couple themes, if you will.  It was  brought

23 up in the --

24 Q. Excuse me, I'll show you a copy of Exhibit 16A.
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 1 A. It was brought up in one of the technical sessi ons that

 2 I use "we" a lot, and I guess that's a writing ha bit,

 3 I'm on a part of a company and a team, and so I

 4 referred to "we" a lot.  And, more correctly, I s hould

 5 be using the word "I", and so it will be a little  more

 6 specific in that regard.  So, those are the

 7 corrections, one theme of corrections.  So, if fo lks

 8 don't mind, I'll quickly go through those.  I am on

 9 Page 3, Line 18, I have replaced the "we" with an  "I".

10 In the interest of speed, I'm not going to read e ach

11 one these, unless folks want me to.  On that same  page,

12 Line 28, the last -- beginning in that last sente nce,

13 another "we" to an "I".  The Page 4, the followin g

14 page, Line 6, there again a "we" to an "I".

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I think that's

16 sufficient --

17 WITNESS MURRAY:  Okay.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  -- to show where we're

19 headed.

20 WITNESS MURRAY:  Okay.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, there don't appear

22 to be any other changes, other than first person plural to

23 first person singular?

24 WITNESS MURRAY:  Just one other note, in
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 1 the -- when we refer to the "KTC exchanges", we'r e

 2 referring to the KTC exchanges that are served by  Comcast.

 3 That wasn't spelled out as clearly, but that's th e intent,

 4 when we're talking about the "KTC exchanges".

 5 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Excuse me.  Could you

 6 -- I'm sorry I didn't get that.  Could you say th at again

 7 please?

 8 WITNESS MURRAY:  You know, throughout

 9 the document we talk about the "KTC exchanges", a nd the

10 point being that just to clarify that we're talki ng about

11 the KTC exchanges that are served by Comcast.

12 BY MR. MALONE: 

13 Q. All right.  Mr. Murray, with those changes, whi ch are

14 shown in Exhibit 16A, is the information containe d in

15 Exhibit 16P and 16C true and accurate to the best  of

16 your knowledge, information and belief?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And, with those changes, do you adopt the state ments

19 made in Exhibit 16P and 16C as your testimony in this

20 proceeding as though it were read into the record ?

21 A. I do.

22 MR. MALONE:  Thank you.  The witness is

23 available for cross-examination.

24 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  And, may I ask one
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 1 clarification again, just on document identificat ion.  On

 2 the version of the confidential page in 16C, it's  actually

 3 marked at the top as "TEM Exhibit 15C" in a coupl e of

 4 places.  Is that just at the time assumed that wo uld be

 5 the numbering, but the numbering we should apply is "16C"?

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Off the record.

 7 (Brief off-the-record discussion 

 8 ensued.) 

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Let's get back on

10 the record.

11 MR. MALONE:  All right.  Going back to

12 what I was saying, Mr. Murray is available for

13 cross-examination.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Feltes.  

15 MR. FELTES:  Mr. Chairman, Mr. Linder

16 will be conducting the cross-examination.  Thank you.

17 MR. LINDER:  Good morning, Mr. Murray.

18 WITNESS MURRAY:  Good morning.

19 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

20 BY MR. LINDER: 

21 Q. I have a question about, to start off, about yo ur

22 affidavit regarding Kearsarge, it's with a cover letter

23 dated June 11th.  And, I want to make sure I'm

24 referring to the right number.  It would be "14P" .
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 1 Tell me if I'm not referring to the correct numbe r.

 2 It's "Affidavit of Thomas E. Murray regarding Kea rsarge

 3 Telephone Company", and that was filed with -- un der a

 4 cover letter of June 11th.

 5 A. Yes.  I don't have the cover letter, but I thin k I have

 6 the document in front of me.

 7 Q. Okay.  All right.  And, I wanted to refer to on e of the

 8 attachments to that, to your affidavit.  And, on the

 9 bottom right-hand of the pages there are Bate sta mped

10 numbers, and I'm looking at 005.  Can you tell me  if

11 you have that in front of you?

12 A. Yes, I think I do.

13 Q. Okay.  On the top of the page, it says "Comcast  Triple

14 Play Andover New Hampshire Deals-Starting at $99 a

15 month."  Do you see that, on Page 005, at the top ?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. Okay.  And, then it says there's a number to ca ll, an

18 "888" number, do you see that?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. And, then, below that it says "Mention Comcast Promo

21 Code", do you see that?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. Is this $99 figure a promotional price?  Is tha t what

24 that's referring to?
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 1 A. You know, I'd have to go back and cross referen ce other

 2 information.  But I do believe that's what it is.

 3 Q. Okay.  Then, if you go to the next page, which would be

 4 006, which would be the second page of this "Comc ast

 5 Triple Play Andover-starting at $99 a month".  Do  you

 6 have that page?

 7 A. It's 006 that you're referring to?

 8 Q. Yes.

 9 A. Yes.  I have it in front of me.

10 Q. Okay.  You see in the middle of the page it say s "Call

11 Toll Free 888"?

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. Okay.

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Right above that, there's a paragraph right abo ve that

16 that begins "You might not realize it, but", do y ou see

17 that paragraph?

18 A. (Witness nodding in the affirmative).

19 Q. And, then, the last sentence, I'm just going to  read it

20 to you to make sure we're looking at the same ite m, it

21 says "Please use our "Check Availability" tool to

22 verify that you are in a Comcast Cable service ar ea,

23 and to retrieve our exclusive Comcast Andover New

24 Hampshire Deals."  Can you see that?
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 1 A. I do.

 2 Q. Okay.  When the term "Check Availability tool" is used,

 3 is it your understanding that that means that, if  you

 4 were -- if you were a customer, and you were inte rested

 5 in this deal, you would have to, and you were usi ng the

 6 web, you would have to punch in your address in o rder

 7 to determine if you -- if that offering was, in f act,

 8 available to you at that particular address?

 9 A. That's what the website suggests.

10 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  And, I'd like to ask you, yo ur

11 rebuttal testimony is Exhibit 16.  You had attach ed to

12 it a number of exhibits, and I wanted to direct y our

13 attention to a couple of those exhibits.  This wo uld be

14 in Exhibit 5, I believe.  And, on the bottom of t he

15 pages, the bottom right, there are page numbers " TEM"

16 and then a page number.  Do you see that?

17 A. I do.

18 Q. You see where the page numbers are?  I'm lookin g at

19 Page TEM 059.  And, I believe that's in Exhibit 5 .  Can

20 you tell me when you're there?

21 A. 059, I'm looking at it now.

22 Q. You're looking at it.  Okay.  The print is a li ttle bit

23 small.  So, this appears to be a page with respec t to

24 -- well, there's actually a note at the bottom of  the
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 1 box, and I imagine that note is yours.  It says " Note: 

 2 The $19.99 voice service offer in 03216 zip code. "  Do

 3 you see that?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. Would that be your note?

 6 A. It is a note that I drafted.

 7 Q. Okay.  And, can you see, in the middle of the b ox,

 8 where it says "19.99 per month", "$19.99 per mont h"?

 9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Okay.  Now, right under that, tell me if I'm re ading

11 this correctly, it says, I think, "for the first 6

12 months".  Do you see that?

13 A. I see it.

14 Q. And, then, right under that, it appears to say "$39.95

15 per month after promotional period(s)".  Do you s ee

16 that?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. So, would it be fair to assume that the "19.99"  is a

19 promotional rate?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Okay.  And, at the very bottom of the box, do y ou see a

22 "$24.95 per month"?

23 A. I do.

24 Q. And, that appears to be under the heading of "L ocal
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 1 with More", do you see that?

 2 A. Yes.

 3 Q. The very last line, at the bottom of the box, a ppears

 4 to say "The starting price is for customers that

 5 currently subscribe to Comcast Cable and/or Comca st

 6 High Speed Internet."  Do you see that?

 7 A. That's what the sentence says.

 8 Q. Okay.  Would it be fair to surmise that that pr ice is

 9 for customers who are currently Comcast customers ,

10 either cable or Internet, or both?

11 A. Let me just read it real quickly.  (Witness rea ding

12 document).  That appears to be accurate.

13 Q. Thank you.  And, if I can direct your attention  to the

14 following page, which at the bottom is "TEM 060".   Do

15 you see that?

16 A. I do.

17 Q. Okay.  Near the bottom of the box there's a dol lar

18 figure "$39.95 per month", do you see that?

19 A. The large bolded number there, yes, I do.

20 Q. Yes.  You see that?  Immediately to the left of  that

21 dollar number, there is a sentence, if I can dire ct

22 your attention to it.  Tell me if I'm reading it

23 correctly, the print is small:  "This starting pr ice is

24 for customers that currently subscribe to Comcast  Cable
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 1 and Comcast High-Speed Internet."  Did I read tha t

 2 correctly, as far as you can tell?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. Okay.  So, it would be fair to assume that that  is for

 5 existing Comcast customers?

 6 A. That's the way it reads.

 7 Q. Okay.  And, then, I'd like to finally direct yo ur

 8 attention to Page TEM 068 on the bottom of the pa ge.

 9 Tell me when you're there.  I think we're in Exhi bit 6.  

10 A. Exhibit 6.

11 Q. TEM Exhibit 6.

12 A. Yes.  I'm at that page.  You're talking "067" y ou said?

13 Q. Actually, "068".

14 A. Okay.

15 Q. And, there is a -- there are four dollar figure s on

16 that page in the right-hand column.  Do you see t hat?

17 A. I do.

18 Q. The last one is "$44.95 per month", do you see that?

19 A. The "unlimited local and long distance calling plan",

20 is that what you're referring to?

21 Q. Yes.

22 A. With "Caller ID" and calling features and the l ike,

23 that one there?

24 Q. It says, actually, this is what I wanted to --
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 1 immediately to the left of the "44.95" figure are  the

 2 words "Comcast Digital Voice-w/no", which I take to be

 3 "with no other Comcast services", do you see that ?

 4 A. I do.

 5 Q. Okay.  I'd like to next direct your attention t o

 6 Exhibit 9, and the number at the bottom of the pa ge

 7 that I'm looking at is "TEM 130".

 8 A. I'm looking at TEM 130.

 9 Q. Okay.  And, on my page, it has the "$19.99 per month"?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And, then, that is "for the first 6 months", is  that

12 your understanding?

13 A. That's the way it reads.

14 Q. And, then, after that, it's "$39.95" a month, y ou see

15 that?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. Okay.  And, that 39.95 per month is after the

18 promotional periods.  Is that your understanding?

19 A. That's the way it reads, yes.

20 Q. Would you agree with me that that Comcast Digit al rate

21 is not necessarily available to all TDS customers ?

22 They would have to actually contact Comcast by ph one or

23 use the Web and punch in their address to see if that

24 service was actually available to them at their
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 1 particular location, is that correct?

 2 A. Or be approached by Comcast.

 3 Q. Or be approached by Comcast.  Do you know what

 4 percentage of TDS customers in each exchange have

 5 Comcast Digital Voice available to them?

 6 A. Well, we've provided, you know, porting informa tion on

 7 that.  But we don't feel that represents the full

 8 number of customers that are using the service.  And,

 9 we don't have Comcast's, you know, records, if yo u

10 will.

11 Q. So, you actually don't know what percentage hav e that

12 service available?

13 A. Can you rephrase the question, to just refresh my

14 memory to actually what you said?

15 Q. Let's just take the Antrim exchange for example .  Do

16 you know what percentage of the TDS customers act ually

17 have available to them the Comcast Digital Phone

18 service offering without actually verifying wheth er

19 that service is available at their particular add ress?

20 A. Well, I think, earlier in the proceedings, we p rovided

21 maps that show where the Comcast footprint is.

22 Q. That isn't quite what I asked.  I'm asking you that you

23 don't really know the percentage of TDS customers  who

24 have available to them the Comcast Digital Voice?
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 1 A. I don't have the percentage handy.

 2 MR. LINDER:  Okay.  Thank you very much.

 3 That's all I have.  Thank you.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, let me just follow

 5 up on that last part.  You said you "don't have t he

 6 percentage handy".

 7 WITNESS MURRAY:  Well, we have --

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I think he's asking "do

 9 you have that information available to you?"

10 WITNESS MURRAY:  Oh.  To my knowledge,

11 we provided the maps which we feel are compelling , that

12 they show over the 50 percent.  But, to my knowle dge, we

13 haven't calculated the percentage.  And, the way we read

14 the order was that the Commission felt like the m aps

15 showed strong availability.  And, that the questi on was

16 just verifying that voice is available to kind of  close

17 out that question.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Let's --

19 Mr. Linder.

20 BY MR. FELTES: 

21 Q. Well, without actually punching in addresses, y ou

22 really don't know, do you, which customers have t hat

23 service available to them?

24 A. You know, it's our understanding that Comcast i s
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 1 offering service throughout the cable plant.  The

 2 nature of cable plants, you know, cable TV plant,  if

 3 you will, is -- it's a bus technology.  So, when a

 4 service is available, it's -- what I mean by "bus

 5 technology" is the services are spread throughout  that

 6 network.  It's a little different than the phone

 7 company network, circuit switch network.

 8 MR. LINDER:  Mr. Chairman, I don't want

 9 to appear to be arguing with the witness, so I wo n't

10 pursue this further.  

11 BY MR. LINDER: 

12 Q. But it appears to me your answer is that, witho ut

13 punching in the addresses, no one really knows if  that

14 service is available to them at their address?

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Would you agree?

16 BY MR. LINDER: 

17 Q. Would you agree with that?  

18 MR. LINDER:  Thank you very much, Mr.

19 Chairman.

20 BY THE WITNESS: 

21 A. I take a different view of it, essentially.  I think

22 there's two ways.  You've bounced back in terms o f

23 different ways of looking at this.  I think we --  the

24 maps speak to the general availability, which we think
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 1 meets the context of the order.  At an individual

 2 customer level, certainly, that customer would ne ed to

 3 punch in their address or call that, you know.

 4 MR. LINDER:  Okay.  Thank you very much.

 5 No further questions.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you, Mr. Linder.

 7 Ms. Hollenberg.

 8 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.  Good

 9 morning, Mr. Murray.

10 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

11 Q. I believe that, in following up in some questio nings

12 that just occurred, you were referencing the MC-2  --

13 MCR-2 exhibit that was provided in Mr. Reed's reb uttal

14 in the first phase of this case, is that correct?

15 A. I don't have the exhibit numbers handy, but I k now

16 there's been a couple different iterations of map pings

17 that have been provided.

18 Q. Did you not refer to MCR-2 in your testimony, y our

19 rebuttal testimony?

20 A. Let me go back and just verify the numbers on t hat.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  If we can, Mr. Murray,

22 to the extent you can, Mr. Patnaude is going to t ry to

23 record everything you say.  So, any asides --

24 WITNESS MURRAY:  Yes, I've got you.
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 1 I've got it.  

 2 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

 3 Q. If it's helpful, I'll direct you to Page 11 of your

 4 rebuttal, the Footnote Number 6.

 5 A. I see it.

 6 Q. So, would you agree then that the maps you're

 7 discussing with Mr. Linder are the maps that were

 8 provided in MCR-2 in the first phase of this

 9 proceeding?

10 A. The only clarification I would have is there's a couple

11 different versions of those maps.  And, I can't r ecall

12 if we -- one of them had customer locations on th em and

13 then earlier iterations did not.  So, I'm not sur e if

14 this one had customer locations on it or not.  So , as

15 it relates to the discussion around where a custo mer

16 might have service or not, obviously, the ones th at had

17 customer locations, those would have been confide ntial.

18 So, there's a clarification there.  But, I think,  in

19 general, the context is accurate.

20 Q. And, just to clarify, you do agree that the que stion

21 that this footnote refers to is "what fraction of

22 customers are able to obtain Triple Play from Com cast?"

23 A. When you say --

24 Q. Page 11, question at the top.  Do you agree tha t --
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 1 A. Oh, okay.

 2 Q. -- that question relates to the percentage of c ustomers

 3 that are able to -- actually able to obtain Tripl e Play

 4 from Comcast?

 5 A. That's what the question says.

 6 Q. Your question in your rebuttal testimony, corre ct?

 7 A. Yes.

 8 Q. Okay.  And, so, at Lines 19 through 21, you say  "TDS

 9 has already provided coverage maps that establish  that

10 Comcast has facilities in place that allow Comcas t to

11 offer its services to a majority of TDS' customer s in

12 the KTC Exchanges and the MCT Exchanges "Coverage

13 Maps"."  Did I read that correctly?

14 A. Yes, you did.

15 Q. And, you reference there "Confidential Exhibit MCR-2 to

16 the rebuttal testimony of Michael C. Reed, submit ted on

17 November 15, 2007."  Correct?

18 A. Correct.

19 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  Would you agree that MCR-2 a re

20 smaller copies of maps filed in discovery in the first

21 phase of this case?

22 A. Again, I'm not -- I'm new to this docket, so I' ll take

23 your word for it.

24 Q. Well, you don't have to do that, actually, beca use I
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 1 can show you Reed's rebuttal, if you'd like.  I h ave --

 2 I presume you don't have a copy of that, but -- I 'm

 3 referring to Mr. Reed's rebuttal, which is a

 4 confidential version dated November 15th, 2007, P age

 5 29.  If you could just tell me if I'm reading thi s

 6 correctly:  "I have provided updated exchange map s as

 7 Exhibit MCR-2 Confidential.  Please note that the se are

 8 -- these exchange maps are a scaled down version of the

 9 exchange maps previously provided as attachments to our

10 second supplemental response to Staff Data Respon se --

11 Request 2-36."

12 A. Okay.

13 Q. Did I read that correctly?

14 A. I think you did.

15 Q. You think I did or did I?

16 A. You did.

17 Q. Thank you.  And, Mr. Murray, isn't it also true  that

18 Staff Witness Josie Gage criticized the accuracy of the

19 underlying maps that are the basis of MCR-2?

20 A. I have not read through all of that, those crit icisms.

21 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Give me one moment

22 please.

23 (Short pause.) 

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Hollenberg, are you
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 1 intending to read into the record Ms. Gage's test imony?

 2 MS. HOLLENBERG:  No, sir.  Thank you.

 3 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

 4 Q. I'm referencing Mr. Reed's rebuttal dated

 5 November 15th, 2007, the confidential version, Pa ge 19.

 6 And, if you can tell me if I'm reading this corre ctly.

 7 At Line 1, "Ms. Gage was quite critical of the da ta

 8 provided by TDS maps stating that there were inco rrect

 9 keys/legends, some information was incorrect".  D id I

10 read that correctly?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And, at Line 3, "Staff found it increasingly di fficult

13 to reply on the information provided by TDS on th eir

14 exchange maps."  Did I read that correctly?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Thank you.  Now, because I imagine your astute counsel

17 will address this in redirect, if I don't now, TD S made

18 changes to those maps, as I think you referenced

19 earlier, after Ms. Gage filed her testimony, is t hat

20 correct?

21 A. I'm not sure of the timing of that, but I think  we made

22 a few updates to those maps.

23 Q. Would you accept that subject to check, that sh e --

24 that you made -- you provided a revised map after
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 1 Ms. Gage filed her testimony --

 2 A. Sure.  Subject to verification.

 3 Q. -- I'm sorry, in October 2007?

 4 A. Yes.  That sounds correct.

 5 Q. Thank you.  Would you agree that the maps upon which

 6 MCR-2 are based do not show exact location of

 7 facilities?

 8 A. I guess, when you say "exact", I mean, it's my

 9 understanding that these are maps that were prepa red,

10 and their guide -- I haven't read every supportin g

11 document that goes along with those.  But it's my

12 understanding that those are, you know, cable pla nt

13 maps that have been prepared.  So, I guess the

14 questioning of "exact", you know, it all depends on

15 what granularity you look at it, you know.

16 Q. Thank you.  I'd like to refer you now to Mr. Re ed's

17 rebuttal testimony dated November 15th, 2007, at Page

18 19.  And, starting at Line 10, ask you if I'm rea ding

19 this correctly.  This is Mr. Reed saying "I in no  way

20 indicated or would want to indicate that the maps  were

21 to be utilized as an exact measure of competition  for

22 every road, and every pole."  Did I read that

23 correctly?

24 A. Yes.
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 1 Q. Thank you.  These maps rather were intended as visual

 2 aids, is that correct?

 3 A. I don't know if that's specifically the case.

 4 Q. I'd like to refer you to a document, which is " MCR-1",

 5 which was attached to Mr. Reed's November 15th, 2 007

 6 rebuttal testimony.  And, therein is the response , the

 7 Company's response to Staff 2-36.  Actually, ther e are

 8 several iterations of the response.  And, I'd lik e to

 9 specifically direct you to the first supplemental

10 response, which is dated October 5th, 2007.  And,  in

11 fact, I would like you to just confirm -- one mom ent

12 please.  It says "The maps in Staff 1-37 and 2-36  can

13 be utilized by the parties as intended by the

14 Petitioners as visual aids."  Did I read that

15 correctly?  

16 A. There was an ending to that sentence -- okay.  Yes, you

17 did read it correctly.

18 Q. Thank you.  You mentioned at the beginning of y our

19 testimony this morning that you had some correcti ons,

20 and I'd like to ask you some questions about that .  You

21 corrected your affidavit, which you filed as "Exh ibit

22 14P", "C", and "A" this morning, is that correct?

23 A. Correct.

24 Q. Okay.  And, in particular, you made a change to
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 1 Paragraphs 3 and 4 on Page 2 of that exhibit, is that

 2 correct?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. You believed at the time that you filed this af fidavit

 5 that your searches were from a Comcast website, i s that

 6 correct?

 7 A. When it was originally prepared, yes, and submi tted.

 8 Q. You also made a correction about your rebuttal to the

 9 effect that the "KTC exchanges" that were referen ced

10 therein were the exchanges where Comcast is a cer tified

11 CLEC, is that correct?

12 A. The correction was, you know, to the -- when we  refer

13 to the "KTC exchanges", we're talking about the o nes

14 that are served by Comcast.

15 Q. Okay.  You used the word "certified", though, o r

16 "certificated" or something.  No?

17 A. I'm not sure I used the word "certificate".

18 Q. Okay.

19 A. I think it was -- I thought I used the word "se rved",

20 essentially.

21 Q. So, the KTC exchanges are where Comcast is -- t he KTC

22 exchanges referred to in your rebuttal, could you

23 repeat that?

24 A. The --
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 1 Q. The correction?

 2 A. When -- as we referred to the "KTC exchanges", we're

 3 referring to the ones that are served by Comcast.   And,

 4 obviously, you know, offering voice and things li ke

 5 that.

 6 Q. So, offering voice as a CLEC, a competitive loc al

 7 exchange carrier, is that correct?

 8 A. It's my understanding that they are certified f or that.

 9 I think it's in an order.

10 Q. It's not your position that Comcast is offering

11 services to provide VoIP services today, is it?

12 A. I'm not sure that's relevant.  I mean, it's my

13 understanding that Comcast considers their techno logy

14 to be a VoIP -- a VoIP service.  But that's their

15 technology, if you will, how they route the calls  and

16 what have you.

17 Q. Yes, I should be more clear.  I meant, and than k you,

18 VoIP services by a third party other than Comcast .

19 It's not your position that Comcast, the exchange s

20 you're talking about for Kearsarge are exchanges where

21 Comcast is offering broadband for a third party V oIP

22 service?

23 A. Well, I think there's two questions.  Obviously , the --

24 I think the order was intimating the Comcast voic e
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 1 service, but we know that there are customers tha t use

 2 Vonage and things like that on their Comcast broa dband.

 3 Q. The Commission's order in Phase III -- in Phase  II, I'm

 4 sorry, dated May 14th, 2010, referred to and invi ted

 5 TDS to file evidence about Comcast's wireline ser vices,

 6 is that correct?

 7 A. I believe that's how we interpret it.

 8 Q. Okay.  So, Meriden Village is not in considerat ion at

 9 this time, is that correct?

10 A. Excuse me?

11 Q. Is that -- is Meriden --

12 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Excuse me, if we could

13 off the record?

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Let's go off the record.

15 (Off the record.) 

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Back on the record.

17 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.  If I could

18 just strike that question.  Thank you.

19 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

20 Q. Mr. Murray, if you could refer to your rebuttal

21 testimony please, at Page 3, Lines 4 to 6.  That' s

22 Exhibit 16P.  If they're paginated the same, you can

23 refer to the public version.

24 A. Excuse me.  What line were you referring to?
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 1 Q. Lines 4 to 6.  Are you there?

 2 A. I am.

 3 Q. You state here "This search resulted in a list of

 4 website matches" --

 5 A. Hold it.  I think I might have the wrong docume nt.  You

 6 said my "rebuttal testimony"?

 7 Q. Yes.  

 8 A. Pages?

 9 Q. Page 4.  

10 A. Oh, okay.  I'm on Page 3.  I'm sorry, I was on Page 3.

11 And, you said "4 through 6"?

12 Q. Yes, please.

13 A. I'm there.  Go ahead.

14 Q. "This search resulted in a list of website "mat ches"."

15 Do you see that?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. Now, when you're talking about "this search", y ou're

18 talking about the search that you conducted in

19 September of 2010, is that correct?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. And, when you did your original work in prepara tion for

22 the affidavits that you filed in June 2010, you c hose a

23 website that from a list -- you also chose a webs ite

24 from the list of website matches, is that correct ?
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. And, you chose a website for Saturday Night Liv e

 3 transcripts to search for website information abo ut

 4 Comcast, is that correct?

 5 A. Well, if you notice, the -- in fact, in this se arch

 6 that was submitted in the rebuttal, you'll notice  that

 7 the snippet that comes up mentions nothing about that.

 8 And, yes, that is -- we now know that's an SNL

 9 transcript website.  But, nonetheless, Comcast ma rkets

10 on that, and I frankly don't find it unusual that  a

11 large cable company is advertising on that.  So.. .

12 I wasn't aware it was that Saturday

13 Night Live website until we truncated the address  after

14 Mr. Eckberg's testimony.  So, at the time, we saw  a

15 Comcast website.  And, we were under the impressi on

16 that it was a Comcast website.  The URL has "Comc ast"

17 several times in it.  So...

18 Q. You were not aware that it was -- you were not aware of

19 the URL at the bottom of your exhibits to your

20 affidavit, that it says "SaturdayNightLivetranscr ipts"

21 before the "Comcast", if you look at the bottom?

22 A. I don't recall it saying that.

23 Q. I'm referring to --

24 A. Oh, the affidavit.
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 1 Q. -- Exhibit KTC-MCT 14C.  And, if you look, just  for

 2 example, at the bottom of Bates Page 005, to the left

 3 of that Bates number, could you tell me what that  says?  

 4 A. Just hang on a second.  I'm trying to get to th at here.

 5 What page were you referring to again?

 6 Q. I'm referring to KTC-MCT Exhibit 14C, Bates Pag e 005.

 7 And, I asked you to confirm that the URL to the l eft of

 8 that starts with "snltranscripts"?

 9 A. Oh.  Okay.  But you had said "Saturday Night Li ve".

10 "Snltranscripts", yes.

11 Q. Thank you.

12 A. Also note that it has "Comcast" listed in it se veral

13 times.

14 Q. Thank you.  On Page 5 of your rebuttal, at Line  9 --

15 I'm sorry, strike that, at Lines 16 through 17.  Let me

16 know when you're there.

17 A. Sixteen through seventeen.  Yes.  I'm there.

18 Q. At that point, you reference "Attachment TEM-4" , which

19 is an attachment to your rebuttal, Exhibit 16C.  Do you

20 see that?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Would you agree that that attachment does not d epict

23 the searches you conducted before filing your

24 affidavits in June?
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 1 A. I think the intent was to be just to --

 2 Q. Excuse me.  Could you just answer "yes" or "no" , and

 3 then you can explain it.

 4 A. Could you repeat the question?

 5 Q. Absolutely.  Do you agree that Attachment TEM-4  does

 6 not depict the searches you conducted before fili ng

 7 your affidavits in June?

 8 A. Yes.  If I may, I'd like to explain that?

 9 Q. Absolutely.

10 A. So, essentially, what -- Mr. Eckberg had critic ized our

11 methods and how we approached this.  And, talked about

12 how we used a Google search engine, and so -- and

13 questioned how we had arrived at the evidence tha t we

14 submitted.  So, in our rebuttal, we wanted to wal k

15 through that, you know, piece-by-piece.  And, so,

16 that's what that was.  It was indicative to searc hes

17 that I did that were very similar to that, as we' ve

18 talked about.

19 Q. You didn't walk through that search in such a d etailed

20 manner at the first tech session in this phase of  the

21 proceeding, though, did you?

22 A. I'm trying to recall the first tech session.  W e had a

23 few of them.  (Short pause)  I'm trying to rememb er the

24 exact dialogue that went on in that particular te ch
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 1 session.  Not in the level of detail that we did here.

 2 And, as I recall, there wasn't a whole lot of que stions

 3 from OCA at that tech session.  But, in any case,  I

 4 didn't walk through that level of detail.

 5 Q. Thank you.  The search that you conducted to pr oduce

 6 Attachment TEM-4 was done after September 7, 2010 , do

 7 you agree?

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. After the OCA and New Hampshire Legal Assistanc e filed

10 testimony in this case, is that correct?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And, you did not provide as an attachment to yo ur June

13 affidavits a document like Attachment TEM-4, did you?

14 A. No.  As we've certainly put into the record, yo u know,

15 we really didn't think it was relevant, in terms of the

16 evidentiary burden that we had before us, to --

17 Q. Thank you.

18 A. -- to walk through that process.

19 Q. Thank you.  If I could direct your attention to  the

20 same Page 5, Line 19, starting at Line 19, and th rough

21 the next page to Line 3, ending at the word "Antr im".

22 Here you provide information about your creation of

23 Attachment TEM-4, is that correct?

24 A. Yes.  Yes.
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 1 Q. Thank you.  If you could look at Page 6 of your

 2 rebuttal, Exhibit KTC-MCT 16C.  Page 6, starting at

 3 Line 21, and going through to Page 8, Line 5.  Is  it

 4 correct that this is your -- it starts out "to ad dress

 5 Mr. Eckberg's concern in this regard, I have prov ided

 6 specific address searches."  Do you see that?  At  Line

 7 21 to 22, -- 

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. -- on Page 6?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And, these specific address searches were condu cted

12 after the OCA filed its testimony in early

13 September 2010?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Okay.  And, you checked one address for each ex change,

16 is that correct?

17 A. We checked a couple.  But, yes, in general, we

18 submitted one for each.

19 Q. You submitted one?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Thank you.

22 A. I mean, I think the purpose there was to -- Mr.  Eckberg

23 brought up a concern about, you know, how do you know

24 that the Comcast authorized dealer site and Comca st
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 1 will get you similar results.  And, so, that was the --

 2 it was to show that you do get similar results.

 3 Q. You don't reference "checking a couple" in your

 4 rebuttal, do you?

 5 A. Yes, we -- I don't, I don't mention that.

 6 Q. Okay.  And, this information was not in your Ju ne 2010

 7 affidavits, was it?

 8 A. The address-specific searches?

 9 Q. Yes.

10 A. No, not in its current form.

11 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  If I could have you look at Page 9

12 of your rebuttal, Exhibit 16C, at Lines 14 throug h 16.

13 A. Page 9, 14 through 16?

14 Q. Yes, please.  Do you agree it states "In any ev ent, as

15 shown in Attachments TEM-5 through TEM-13, Comcas t is

16 offering both separate voice service and the bund les

17 that include voice service"?  Did I read that

18 correctly?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. The Attachments TEM-5 through TEM-13, those wer e

21 created after September 7th, 2010, is that correc t?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. And, there's no similar information provided by  you in

24 your June affidavits that include this informatio n?
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 1 A. Not in that format.  I think we provided the se rvice

 2 order for Meriden, and we have porting informatio n from

 3 other -- the other exchanges in KTC.  So, we did not

 4 feel that we had to go to this extra burden of do ing

 5 address-specific searches, and that's not how we

 6 interpreted the order.

 7 Q. Thank you.  When you mentioned your "interpreta tion of

 8 the order", I just want to clarify, you're not an

 9 attorney, is that correct?

10 A. No, I'm not an attorney.

11 Q. And, you're not offering a legal opinion about that, is

12 that correct?

13 A. That's my opinion of how I interpreted the orde r.

14 Q. Okay.  If I could have you look at Page 9, Line s 21

15 through 23.  It states, "as of the date of those

16 Affidavits," meaning the original affidavits file d in

17 June, TDS [has] not experienced customer ports in  KTC's

18 Meriden and in MCT's Melvin Village exchanges."  Did I

19 read that correctly?

20 A. Yes, you did.

21 Q. Okay.  And, you go on to reference specific

22 address-specific results, and these address-speci fic

23 results that you're referring to here, those are the

24 one -- those are the one e-mail for Melvin Villag e and
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 1 the one order summary from Meriden that were atta ched

 2 to your affidavits in June?  

 3 A. Let me just read the whole thing in context, ma ke sure

 4 I get it accurate.  (Short pause)  So, if you wou ld

 5 just repeat it, rephrase the question, I've had a

 6 chance to read it.

 7 Q. Sure.  I was mentioning that at -- starting at 22, on

 8 Page 9, you say that you haven't "experienced [an y]

 9 customer ports", and I'll direct you just specifi cally

10 to KTC's Meriden exchange.  And, then, it says "a nd

11 thus we instead provided address specific results  to

12 further support the advertising material."  And, my

13 question was, are the address-specific results, t o

14 which you refer on Line 23, the one e-mail from M elvin

15 Village and the one order summary from Meriden th at are

16 attached to your June 2010 affidavits?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Thank you.  And, the reference on Page 10, Line  3, to

19 "Confidential Attachment TEM-15C", do you agree t hat

20 you created this attachment after September 7th, 2010?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. You did not create this attachment in preparati on for

23 your June 2010 affidavits, is that correct?

24 A. No.  Again, that was to -- Mr. Eckberg had brou ght up
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 1 the concerns about "valid/invalid address searche s".

 2 And, that was an example to show that the sites

 3 generate valid and invalid, I believe that was th e

 4 invalid address search.

 5 Q. Actually, if you look above, if you look above,  at --

 6 or, I guess I would direct you --

 7 A. Am I clear on that?

 8 Q. -- to your testimony.

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Excuse me.  One person

10 at a time.

11 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

12 Q. Is it your testimony today that that exhibit --

13 A. Oh.  I apologize.  I was misspoken on it, on th e

14 numbering.  That exhibit is our porting informati on,

15 excuse me, from Meriden.  And, yes, that was prep ared

16 after the 7th of September.

17 Q. Thank you.  If you could look at Page 12 of you r

18 rebuttal please, Exhibit 16C.  And, specifically,  I'd

19 like to talk to you about Lines 8 to 10.  Do you have a

20 copy of the Commission's order dated May 14th, 20 10?

21 A. I do.

22 Q. I'd also like to cross reference that.  So, if you have

23 that handy, that would be helpful.  Okay.  So, Li nes 8

24 to 10, you state "The Commission ruled on Pages 2 4 and
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 1 27 of the Second AFOR Order that TDS presented ev idence

 2 that cable broadband (high-speed data) service is

 3 available in the KTC exchanges and the MCT exchan ges."

 4 Did I read that correctly?

 5 A. Yes.

 6 Q. Could you turn to Page 24 of the Second AFOR Or der,

 7 which is the May 14th, 2010 order of the Commissi on,

 8 Order Number 25,103.

 9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Page 24 deals with "Broadband Service", does it  not?

11 A. That's what the title of the number 3 is on Lin e 3,

12 yes.

13 Q. And, Section 3 is not the section of the Second  AFOR

14 Order that allowed MCT or KTC to file -- or, I'm sorry,

15 that allowed MCT to file its June 2010 affidavit,  is

16 it?

17 A. I don't believe this was the section that put t hat out

18 there.

19 Q. Thank you.

20 A. This was used to reference what we understood w as the

21 Commission's interpretation of the availability o f

22 broadband service.

23 Q. Do you agree, though, that if you look to Page 21 of

24 the Commission's -- of that same Commission order , that
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 1 there is a different section related to "Wireline

 2 Service in Merrimack", is that correct?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. Okay.  And, this is a separate section entitled

 5 "Broadband Service".  So, they're being treated

 6 differently, is that correct?

 7 A. I think, for the -- yes, in terms of the way yo u're

 8 reading it.  I think that the -- I think our

 9 interpretation was, obviously, the broadband serv ice is

10 a foundational service for cable, you know, voice

11 services, obviously.  So, that was the -- how we

12 interpreted that.

13 Q. If you look to Section 4 of Page 20 -- on Page 24, do

14 you see the chart there?  Do you agree that, unde rneath

15 the column "Competitive Broadband", it states "Ca ble

16 broadband", for Antrim, "Cable broadband availabl e

17 though not proven to be competitive alternative."   Did

18 I read that correctly?

19 A. You did.

20 Q. And, does it say the same thing for Contoocook,

21 Henniker, and, if you turn the page, Hillsboro, M elvin

22 Village, is that correct?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. Thank you.  And, you also referenced, taking yo u back
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 1 to your Page 12 of 16C, in support of your statem ent

 2 about a "Commission ruling", you referenced "Page  27 of

 3 the Second AFOR Order".  And, if you could look a t Page

 4 27 of Order 25,103, you would agree that Section 3 is

 5 not the section in that order that invited Kearsa rge to

 6 file additional evidence for this phase of the

 7 proceeding, is that correct?

 8 A. That is correct.  But, as I stated earlier, I t hink, as

 9 we recognize, the Comcast voice rides on a broadb and

10 pipe, if you will, the Commission's understanding  that

11 broadband was available, to us, you know, met the

12 availability threshold.

13 Q. And, if you look at Section 4 in the "Competiti ve

14 Broadband" column, do you see, for Andover, Bosca wen,

15 Chichester, Meriden, and New London, the words "C able

16 broadband available though not proven to be compe titive

17 alternative"?  I'm not --

18 A. I see that.

19 Q. Okay.  Do you also see that, at Page 25 of that  order,

20 there is a section dealing with "Wireline Service  in

21 Kearsarge", Section 1?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. Which is a separate section in the Broadband Se rvice in

24 Kearsarge's section on Page 27, is that correct?
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. Thank you.

 3 MS. HOLLENBERG:  One moment please.

 4 (Short pause) 

 5 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

 6 Q. Could you please look at Page 14 of your -- of

 7 Exhibit 16C please.  At Line 33, you reference "a  year

 8 and a half of favorable AFOR experience with HTC and

 9 WTC."  Do you see that?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And, you're referencing "Hollis Telephone Compa ny" and

12 "Wilton Telephone Company" there, correct?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And, are you aware that Hollis Telephone Compan y

15 executed a Settlement Agreement in this docket in

16 November of 2007?

17 A. I'll take your word for the timing of that.  I don't

18 have that right handy.  But, yes.

19 Q. And, are you aware that the Commission approved  this

20 agreement, subject to check, April 2008?

21 A. Okay.  Yes.

22 Q. And, the agreement that these -- that Hollis Te lephone

23 Company executed incorporated an alternative regu lation

24 plan, is that correct?
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. Okay.  And, do you have a copy of that plan?

 3 A. I was going to bring it up here, but I don't th ink I

 4 did.  If you have a copy of it, that would be gre at.

 5 Otherwise, I can dig it out of my -- dig it out o f my

 6 book.

 7 (Atty. Hollenberg handing document to 

 8 the witness.)  

 9 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

10 Q. I'd like to show you a document, which it has o n the

11 cover "March 6th, 2008", cover letter from Attorn ey

12 Coolbroth.  And, it encloses to Ms. Howland "an

13 original and seven copies of a motion by Petition ers to

14 reopen record for submission of amended plans

15 reflecting Settlement Agreement."  Did I identify  that

16 correctly?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Okay.  Could you please turn to Page 5 of the a ttached

19 Hollis Telephone Company plan please.  Do you see

20 Section 4.1.4.1?

21 A. 4.1.4.1.  Yes.

22 Q. Am I reading this correctly, "The Company will work

23 with the Office of Consumer Advocate, New Hampshi re

24 Legal Assistance and the Commission Staff to impr ove
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 1 the dissemination of information regarding Lifeli ne and

 2 Link-Up Programs to eligible persons to increase

 3 participation in the programs"?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. Has Hollis Telephone Company undertaken these e fforts

 6 yet?

 7 A. Yes.  I've been working, and I've had a discuss ion with

 8 OCA and the Commission Staff.  And, we met just l ast

 9 week.  And, one of the things was "we've got to s et up

10 a larger meeting", in fact, it was OCA's recommen dation

11 that "let's have a larger statewide meeting."  At  the

12 time, I did put on the table that we should -- TD S

13 could do a bill -- an additional bill message as a

14 quick additional step to increase Lifeline.  Obvi ously,

15 we're meeting the mandatory requirements that com e up

16 every year, I guess, an annual notice and what ha ve

17 you.  But I'm not well-versed in all the differen t

18 steps of that, but --

19 Q. And, your efforts began last week?

20 A. No.  It actually began several months ago.  I r eached

21 out to talk to -- to try to set up some meetings to

22 talk about this.  And, I've talked to Amanda Noon an at

23 the Staff on it a little bit.  But, in terms of, you

24 know, getting more formal meetings together, you know,
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 1 I think it's -- we need more work on that.

 2 Q. Do you recall answering oral data requests earl ier in

 3 this proceeding?

 4 A. On a couple different occasions.

 5 Q. Okay.  I'd like to show you Oral Data Request 4 .  And,

 6 Section (c) asks you "Have these companies addres sed

 7 the Lifeline provisions in Section 4.1.4.1 of the

 8 Plans?"  Meaning the Wilton and Hollis Telephone

 9 Company Plans.  And, your answer to that question  is,

10 "the Companies" -- you can read that.

11 A. I can read it.  Okay.  "The Companies have comp lied

12 with the standard Lifeline procedures, which cons ist of

13 initial and reminder letters.  For participation to

14 recertify Lifeline, newspaper advertisements and

15 Lifeline bill messages, representatives of the

16 Company", meaning me, "intend to meet with the

17 Commission and OCA Staff and New Hampshire Legal Aid in

18 the weeks to come, to discuss how the disseminati on of

19 information could be further improved."  

20 Q. So, at this time, you had not yet met with the OCA and

21 New Hampshire Legal Assistance and Commission Sta ff to

22 improve the dissemination of information regardin g

23 Lifeline and Link-Up, is that correct?

24 A. At that time, we had not.
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 1 Q. Thank you.

 2 A. And, obviously, I'm new to this.  And, my prede cessor

 3 had left and it's one of those things that hadn't  been

 4 completed.

 5 Q. And, the same would be true for Wilton Telephon e

 6 Company as well?

 7 A. Yeah, the discussion has been a commingled disc ussion.

 8 Q. I guess, if you could answer "yes" or "no"?

 9 A. Oh, yes.  I'm sorry.  Yes.  Yes.

10 Q. Thank you.  Mr. Murray, I realize that you're n ew to

11 the Company, but I have a question, has -- in the  last

12 several years, has TDS filed new tariffs for bund les?

13 A. I'm not aware of that, but that's not to say we  haven't

14 done them.

15 Q. Are you aware of any instances where the Commis sion has

16 ever rejected any such tariffs for bundles that t he

17 Company has filed?

18 A. I don't know.

19 Q. You don't know?

20 A. I don't know.

21 Q. Are you aware of any adjudicatory proceedings t hat the

22 Commission has ever opened in response to tariff

23 bundled filings?

24 A. I don't know.
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 1 Q. So, you're not aware of them though?

 2 A. I'm not aware, one way or the other.

 3 MS. HOLLENBERG:  If I could just have a

 4 moment please.

 5 (Short pause)  

 6 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

 7 Q. I just have one other question for you.  I'd li ke to

 8 refer to Mr. Reed's rebuttal dated November 15th,  2007.

 9 At Page 13 of this testimony, I would just like t o ask

10 you if I'm reading this correctly.  Starting at L ine

11 20, "In the data you provided you included maps o f each

12 exchange with DSL coverage included with your est imates

13 of cable and cable modem availability."  Did I re ad

14 that correctly?

15 A. You did.

16 Q. Lines 20 to 21?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And, then, Mr. Reed states, 23 -- well, he's as ked "why

19 did you use this technique?  Did you consider

20 alternative techniques?"  And, then, he says in h is

21 answer "The maps were used in my analysis and inc luded

22 in the petition for two reasons.  First, I had to

23 understand and see for myself our best estimates of

24 where the cable television and cable modem servic e was
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 1 in each exchange."  Do you see that?

 2 A. Yes.

 3 Q. And, did I read that correctly?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. Thank you.

 6 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I don't have any other

 7 questions.  Thank you.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Mr. Fossum.

 9 MR. FOSSUM:  Nothing from Staff.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Below?

11 CMSR. BELOW:  No.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Ignatius?

13 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Good

14 morning, Mr. Murray.

15 WITNESS MURRAY:  Good morning.

16 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

17 Q. In your affidavit regarding Meriden, you listed  a

18 service request order --

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. -- for one location.  And, you noted in your te stimony

21 that you had "redacted [your] personal e-mail".  Is

22 that because the service location is your -- is o wned

23 by you?

24 A. No, it's not.  I think we just deemed that that  was my
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 1 personal e-mail, was personal information.  Is th at

 2 your question?

 3 Q. Yes.  I guess, tell me why there was any mentio n of

 4 your e-mail or is there in describing that servic e

 5 request?

 6 A. Just that my e-mail -- that e-mail flowed -- th at

 7 service order flowed through the Web, if you will , and,

 8 so, my e-mail was attached to that.

 9 Q. So, it was just through your personal e-mail th at you

10 received the service request?

11 A. Right.  Yes.

12 Q. You're not affiliated in any way with the owner  of that

13 address in Meriden then?

14 A. No.  That was a house that was for sale that, y ou know,

15 we were, you know, it was kind of a -- in order t o, we

16 felt, meet the Commission's burden in Meriden, we  felt

17 we wanted to, because at that time we hadn't had a port

18 yet, we wanted to absolutely verify that they wer e

19 marketing that.  And, so, you know, so that's how  we

20 approach it, as kind of a "secret shopper" strate gy, if

21 you will.

22 Q. I'm sorry, I don't understand.

23 A. Oh, you know, in industry, for example, you kno w, and

24 companies even do it to themselves, essentially, you
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 1 know, basically shopping, to see, you know, what the

 2 offerings are and things like that, from competit ors as

 3 well.

 4 Q. So, was that identification of the Meriden serv ice

 5 request in the affidavit a genuine request from a

 6 customer?

 7 A. No.  It was an order that I had placed to valid ate that

 8 you could, in fact, order a voice service in Meri den.

 9 And, I subsequently canceled that, canceled that order.

10 Q. So, you put in a request using someone you were n't

11 related to, an address that wasn't you in any way ,

12 requesting service from Comcast?

13 A. Yes.  It was a house that was for sale, and as much as

14 it was an empty house.

15 Q. Okay.  The rebuttal testimony has a confidentia l

16 exhibit regarding porting.  

17 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  And, before you answer,

18 I guess I'd look to Mr. Malone, because we don't have a

19 redacted version, I'm not sure which aspect of th at

20 Exhibit 15C is -- you're seeking confidentiality of.

21 Whether it's the number of ports listed?  Whether  it's the

22 exchange?  I think we know it's the exchange that  we're

23 talking about.  I'm not going to ask about a part icular

24 phone number or a particular street address, but --
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 1 MR. MALONE:  We were seeking to have the

 2 entire exhibit confidential, because we felt like  the

 3 number of ports and the exchange were all sensiti ve

 4 information.

 5 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  All right.  

 6 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

 7 Q. I want to ask you some questions then about tha t

 8 exhibit, it's that Attachment 15C to your rebutta l

 9 testimony.

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And, to the extent it is going to run afoul of

12 confidentiality, I guess I'd give your counsel ti me to

13 jump in before you answer.  And, if we need to go  to a

14 sealed transcript, we will.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, before we do that,

16 though, I take it that there's nobody here in the  room

17 that's not privy to confidential information?  Is  that a

18 correct assumption on my part?

19 MR. MALONE:  That's our take on it, Mr.

20 Chairman.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  And, then, I

22 guess, to the extent there are answers or parts o f

23 questions or whatever that needs to -- that you w ould seek

24 to have deemed "confidential", then I would just suggest
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 1 that we deal with that after the fact.

 2 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 3 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

 4 Q. So, Mr. Murray, looking at your confidential 15 C that

 5 was attached to your rebuttal testimony, you iden tified

 6 _________ number portability transactions in Meri den,

 7 correct?

 8 A. Correct.

 9 Q. And, are _____ of them completed, unlike the ot her

10 information in the affidavit that was a request, this

11 is an actual done deal, porting of ___ numbers th at has

12 occurred?

13 A. It's my understanding that these have been, the y have

14 been ported, yes.

15 Q. They are showing _________________________ , is  that

16 correct?

17 A. _______________________________________________ _______

18 _________________________________________________ _____

19 _________________________________________________ _____

20 _________________________________________________ _____

21 ___________________________________________.

22 Q. ______________________.  So, it's _____________ _______

23 ______________, in Plainfield?

24 A. Yes.  Meriden.
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 1 Q. And, Plainfield is within the Meriden exchange?

 2 A. Yes.  Basically, I believe Meriden is a village  in the

 3 larger town of Plainfield, if I understand it

 4 correctly.  And, so, that's why often it comes up  as

 5 "Plainfield".

 6 Q. So, you have __________________________________ _______

 7 ______________________________________ ported tho se

 8 lines to Comcast?

 9 A. In Meriden, at this point, yes.

10 Q. Yes.

11 A. It's a very small exchange.  I want to say it's  like

12 400 lines or something like that.  It's a small

13 sampling size.  And, we've also been made aware t hat

14 Comcast has been going door-to-door in Meriden, w hich I

15 was somewhat surprised by, but they're out there on the

16 streets.

17 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  All right.  Thank you.

18 Nothing else.

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Malone, are you

20 going to have redirect?

21 MR. MALONE:  We are, Mr. Chairman.

22 Could we have a few minutes to compare notes?

23 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, at this point, I

24 would suggest we take the -- if you're going to h ave
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 1 redirect, that we take the lunch recess.  Let me try to

 2 scope out, so I understand how you want to procee d in the

 3 afternoon.  Would the next witness be Dr. Johnson ?

 4 MR. FELTES:  That's correct.

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, then followed by

 6 Mr. Eckberg?

 7 MS. HOLLENBERG:  

 8 (Atty. Hollenberg nodding in the 

 9 affirmative.) 

10 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We'll take the

12 lunch recess.  We'll resume at 1:00.  Give the op portunity

13 for redirect of Mr. Murray, and then turn to Dr. Johnson.

14 Thank you.

15 (Whereupon the lunch recess was taken at 

16 11:57 a.m. and the hearing resumed at 

17 1:09 p.m.) 

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Good afternoon,

19 everyone.  We're back on the record in Docket DT 07-027.

20 And, turning to Mr. Malone for redirect for Mr. M urray.

21 MR. MALONE:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

22 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

23 BY MR. MALONE: 

24 Q. Mr. Murray, throughout your testimony earlier t his
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 1 morning, you often referred to the broad term "KT C

 2 exchanges".  Can you just clarify for the record what

 3 you mean when you say "KTC exchanges"?

 4 A. For the record, the "KTC exchanges" that we're talking

 5 about, Kearsarge Telephone Company exchanges, are  the

 6 exchanges of Andover, Boscawen, Chichester, Merid en,

 7 and New London.

 8 Q. Thank you.  I'm going to refer back to Mr. -- s ome of

 9 Mr. Linder's questions.  He asked you to take a l ook at

10 Page 006 on the KTC-MCT Exhibit 14P.  And, had yo u read

11 from the last line of the last paragraph before t he

12 toll free number.  Would you mind reading the fir st two

13 sentences of that paragraph.

14 A. Yes.  I'm looking at Page 006.  And, it's the l ast

15 sentence, in the middle of the page it says "You [may]

16 not realize it, but Andover, New Hampshire Comcas t even

17 offers home telephone service, called Digital Voi ce.

18 This really makes Comcast a full-service company and

19 the best choice if you are looking for the best

20 entertainment and communications in your home.  P lease

21 [check] our availability tool to verify that you are in

22 a Comcast Cable service area, and to [review] [yo ur]

23 exclusive Comcast Andover New Hampshire deals."

24 Q. Thank you.  Also, Mr. Linder had you look at a number
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 1 of other pages.  One of them was TEM 130.  Would you

 2 take a look at that.

 3 A. I'm looking at TEM 130 now.

 4 Q. All right.  And, he had you -- he asked you som e

 5 questions about the $19.99 rate and the length of  time

 6 during which that rate was available.  Could you tell

 7 me, is that rate just for basic local telephone

 8 service?

 9 A. No.  It appears to have a number of other featu res to

10 it.  I can read those off, if you'd like?

11 Q. Please.

12 A. "Comcast Unlimited - Special Offer:  Unlimited local

13 and long-distance calling for one low rate; easy to

14 switch/keep your phone number; unlimited local an d

15 long-distance nationwide calling to the U.S., Can ada,

16 and Puerto Rico; rated #1 in call clarity thanks to our

17 advanced fiber-optic network; visual voice mail l et's

18 you see who calls so you can listen to the most

19 important messages first; 2 popular calling featu res

20 including" -- or, excuse me, "12 popular calling

21 features including Caller ID, Call Waiting, and m ore;

22 low international calling rates."  And, there's a

23 footnote:  "Based on an independent study perform ed by

24 Keynote dated November 2008 Wave Study" -- "Wave 6
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 1 Study."

 2 Q. Thank you.  That should be enough.  Going to so me of

 3 the questions that Ms. Hollenberg asked you.  In

 4 particular, she asked you to direct your attentio n to

 5 Page 19 of Mr. Reed's November 15th, 2007 prefile d

 6 testimony, in which he made some reference to som e

 7 criticisms that Ms. Gage had of the data that he

 8 provided in the TDS maps.  Do you have that in fr ont of

 9 you?  I can show you.

10 (Atty. Malone showing document to the 

11 witness.) 

12 BY MR. MALONE: 

13 Q. That was Page 19, the one that she asked you to  read

14 from, is that correct?

15 A. I don't believe so, yes.

16 Q. Could you read from Page 17, starting on Line 2 2, and

17 going through Line 3 on Page 18.

18 A. This is a "Q", question:  "Ms. Gage included in  her

19 testimony that Kearsarge Telephone Company exchan ges"

20 -- excuse me, "that the Kearsarge Telephone Compa ny

21 exchanges of Andover, Boscawen, Chichester, Merid en,

22 and New London have broadband or cable television

23 service to a majority of the customers (Gage Dire ct at

24 Page 2).  Do you agree?"  And, the answer is "Yes .  Her
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 1 analysis concurs with the information filed in ou r

 2 petition."

 3 Q. All right.  Thank you.  Also, in the questionin g with

 4 Ms. Hollenberg this morning, you testified that

 5 "Comcast is certified in KTC exchanges."  Can you

 6 clarify as to which Comcast entity you're referri ng to?

 7 A. Yes.  Comcast Phone is the CLEC certified in th ose

 8 exchanges, and they provide the numbering and the  back

 9 haul services for Comcast IP, which is the entity

10 within Comcast that provides the Comcast Digital Voice,

11 which is an interconnected VoIP service.

12 Q. Thank you.  Also, at the technical session foll owing

13 the submission of your affidavits, were you expre ssly

14 asked by anyone to walk through the steps that yo u took

15 to reach the webpages that you submitted with you r

16 affidavits?

17 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Objection.  He

18 absolutely was asked to walk through that at the technical

19 -- the first technical session.  And, to the exte nt --

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, wait, you're --

21 are you objecting to the question or testifying a s to what

22 occurred at that time?

23 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I'm objecting to the

24 question, if the witness is going to make a state ment that
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 1 we didn't ask questions about his filing.

 2 MR. MALONE:  That wasn't my question,

 3 Mr. Chairman.  

 4 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Okay.

 5 MR. MALONE:  My question was "whether he

 6 was expressly asked to step through the process a t the

 7 recent tech session?"

 8 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Okay.  At the rebuttal

 9 tech session?

10 MR. MALONE:  I'm sorry.  I'm sorry.  

11 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.

12 MR. MALONE:  I'm sorry.  Rebuttal tech

13 session.

14 MS. HOLLENBERG:  All set.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Are we clear?

16 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Yes.  Thank you.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Murray.

18 MR. MALONE:  I'm sorry.

19 BY THE WITNESS: 

20 A. No, I was not expressly asked to go through tha t

21 process.

22 BY MR. MALONE: 

23 Q. All right.  Thank you.  I'm going to ask you ab out

24 Exhibit 15C that we've been talking about today.  That
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 1 was the exhibit that had the updated number porti ng

 2 information.  Do you have that in front of you?  I'm

 3 sorry.  It's the -- right.  The same confusion we  had

 4 this morning.  Attachment 15C, in Exhibit 16C, th e

 5 number porting information.

 6 A. Yes.

 7 Q. Was that information available to you in June w hen you

 8 submitted your affidavits?

 9 A. No, it was not.

10 MR. MALONE:  All right.  Thank you.

11 That's all my questions, Mr. Chairman.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  Then,

13 the witness is excused.  Thank you, Mr. Murray.

14 WITNESS MURRAY:  Thank you.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Feltes.

16 MR. FELTES:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

17 Mr. Bailey calls Dr. Ben Johnson.

18 (Whereupon Ben Johnson was duly sworn 

19 and cautioned by the Court Reporter.) 

20 BEN JOHNSON, SWORN 

21  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

22 BY MR. FELTES: 

23 Q. Dr. Johnson, can you please state your full nam e and

24 address for the record?
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 1 A. Ben Johnson.  And, my address is 3854-2 Killear n Court,

 2 Tallahassee, Florida.

 3 Q. And, for whom do you work and what do you do?

 4 A. I have a consulting firm, Ben Johnson Associate s, Inc. 

 5 And, I serve as a consulting economist in various

 6 consulting engagements.  In this case, I've been hired

 7 by New Hampshire Legal Assistance.

 8 Q. And, have you testified before the Commission b efore?

 9 A. Yes, I have.

10 Q. And in this docket?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Did you prepare what has been premarked as "Bai ley

13 Exhibit 77", September 2nd, 2010, "Testimony of B en

14 Johnson"?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Is that in front of you?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Do you have any corrections to that testimony?

19 A. I do have a few.  If you turn first to Page 10,  if I am

20 permitted, I would like to correct, make two chan ges or

21 corrections to that page.  Starting on Line 5, I' d like

22 to change the example from an "MCTC customer" to a "KTC

23 customer".  So, the word "MCTC" would be changed to

24 "KTC".  Then, on Line 6, consistent with that cha nge, I
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 1 would add the word "who" right after "ID", and be fore

 2 the word "pays".  And, I would change the dollar number

 3 of the example to $23.82".  And, then, finally, o n Line

 4 11, consistent with those changes, I would change  the

 5 percentage to "26 percent", to be consistent with  this

 6 example of a KTC customer.

 7 Now that I've corrected and understand

 8 that the scope of the proceeding is more narrowly

 9 limited to Kearsarge, and I was interchangeably g iving

10 examples.  In this one particular paragraph, I fe lt it

11 was important to correct it to make it a KTC exam ple.

12 Then, on Page 15, I would like to add,

13 at Line 18, in the middle, after the word "no", a nd

14 before the word "maps", add the word "new", to cl arify

15 that, and to avoid giving an incorrect impression .  So,

16 "no new maps or other evidence had been offered."   

17 Those are the only corrections.

18 Q. With those corrections in mind, do you adopt in  full

19 your September 2nd, 2010 testimony?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Have you reviewed testimony filed by OCA, Mr. S tephen

22 Eckberg?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. Have you also seen the rebuttal testimony of Mr . Murray
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 1 in this docket?

 2 A. Yes.

 3 Q. And, after reviewing Mr. Eckberg's testimony an d Mr.

 4 Murray's testimony, do you adopt in full on this date,

 5 September 22nd -- September 27th, 2010, your

 6 September 2nd, 2010 testimony?

 7 A. As corrected, yes.

 8 Q. As corrected.  Thank you.

 9 MR. FELTES:  Witness is available for

10 cross-examination.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  In

12 terms of order of cross, I was thinking to go to the

13 Consumer Advocate, then the Staff, and then to TD S.  Is

14 there any problems with that order of cross?  

15 (No verbal response) 

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Then, let's start

17 with Ms. Hatfield.  

18 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you.  I have no

19 questions for the witness.

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, Mr. Fossum?

21 MR. FOSSUM:  Just a few.

22 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

23 BY MR. FOSSUM: 

24 Q. Dr. Johnson, if you could turn to Page 19 of yo ur
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 1 testimony please, of your September 2nd testimony

 2 please.

 3 A. Okay.

 4 Q. And, there's a sentence that begins on Line 15 and runs

 5 down to line 17.  And, in the middle of the sente nce,

 6 you note that the "competitive alternative...must  be a

 7 relevant, competitive alternative".  Could you pl ease

 8 explain what you meant by a "relevant alternative "?

 9 A. Sure.  I was probably adding the word "relevant " to try

10 to better distinguish the way I'm viewing the iss ue

11 before the Commission from the way the Company is .

12 But, to give you one example, if Comcast offers D igital

13 Voice service within an exchange, but, when you l ook at

14 a map, you see that some of the roads within that

15 exchange don't have Comcast facilities.  And, so,  some

16 of the customers, if they type in their address, will

17 find out that the offer isn't available to them.  Then,

18 that makes it not a relevant competitive alternat ive

19 for that particular customer who's on a street th at

20 doesn't have Comcast.  Similarly, the same princi ple

21 holds, if the customer is just a basic voice cust omer

22 only, they have no interest in Caller ID and Call

23 Waiting, they have -- they can't afford to purcha se or

24 no interest in purchasing video service or Intern et
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 1 service, then, again, the Comcast offering, to th e

 2 extent it might be available, is not relevant to them

 3 in their situation.  It's very clear that the Com cast

 4 offerings are being targeted at the upper end of the

 5 market.  Those people who do purchase video servi ces or

 6 do purchase Call Waiting and the like.  So, their

 7 pricing, their advertising, everything is targete d at

 8 those -- that subset of the total market.  So, ag ain,

 9 the problem is one of numbers under the statute.  It

10 has to be a majority of the customers.  And, if y ou

11 keep walling off, well, one group, it's not relev ant to

12 them, because they don't have any availability, C omcast

13 isn't available.  Another group might technically  have

14 Comcast cable facilities running down their stree t, but

15 they don't purchase video services.  And, the onl y

16 prices that are reasonable in a Comcast range, th e only

17 things that are really you could see as competiti ve,

18 from an economist's perspective, are those that a re

19 bundled together with these other offerings.  And ,

20 again, it doesn't qualify.  So, the numbers, in t erms

21 of actual relevant alternatives in terms of a maj ority,

22 you have to be very careful about what you're doi ng.

23 You can't have the attitude to say "well, Comcast  is

24 operating in the exchange, therefore, we'll just assume
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 1 there is a majority of the customers for which an

 2 alternative is available."

 3 Q. Could you explain a little further what you mea nt by

 4 "competitive, from an economics' perspective"?

 5 A. Well, I think it goes to the heart of this case  is some

 6 language in the statute, and I was using that phr ase to

 7 try to avoid a complaint that I was interpreting the

 8 law.  Ultimately, that's a question for this Comm ission

 9 or the courts as to what was meant.  But it seems  to me

10 clear that the statute requires something more th an

11 just the availability of an alternative, it has t o be a

12 competitive alternative.  

13 I gave the example of air service to

14 Miami from Manchester as being an alternative to

15 placing a long distance call, but it's not a

16 competitive alternative.  No economists in their right

17 mind would do a study and assume that air service  is

18 competing with phone service.  

19 This is a closer call, but it's the same

20 principle.  That I think you clearly have segment s in

21 the market, and, depending on the segment you loo k at,

22 one might argue that Comcast is competing for som e

23 customers for their interest and their offering.  But,

24 for other customers, it clearly is not.  And, I b elieve
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 1 what Comcast is actually focusing on is primarily  their

 2 competition with the satellite providers.  But,

 3 incidental to that, they are offering voice telep hone

 4 service to those who are sort of the high end of the

 5 market.  The people who are buying video service and

 6 Internet service, and tend to buy Caller ID and t he

 7 like.  And, within that segment, there's no doubt  that

 8 Comcast is part of the markets.  But the problem is

 9 that's only a subset.  And, under the statute, it  says

10 it has to be a "competitive alternative for a

11 majority".  And, that's the problem.  

12 So, again, it wasn't so much that I'm

13 trying to use some special terminology of

14 "competitive".  But, just by saying "from an

15 economist's perspective", I'm saying I'm -- I'm l ooking

16 at those words, and I'm thinking that means the s ame

17 concept that economists normally think of about

18 "competitive".

19 Q. Thank you.  I'd like to return very briefly to your

20 description of what it means to be "relevant", ju st so

21 that I'm clear.  And, if I understood sort of the

22 second part of your definition, you indicated tha t

23 "relevance is determined based on the availabilit y of

24 voice service, and not necessarily that of cable
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 1 television or Internet service."  Do I state that

 2 accurately or have I misstated what you were

 3 explaining?

 4 A. I don't think that was the thrust of what I was  saying.

 5 Q. Oh.  Well, then, please clarify.

 6 A. Okay.  Well, let's visualize we have an area wi th 1,000

 7 households.  TDS is serving 980 of those househol ds,

 8 currently 98 percent of the market.  Under the st atute,

 9 what we have to look at is the 980, and then say "what

10 fraction of those 980 have a competitive alternat ive

11 available to them?"  Now, let's assume that, out of

12 those 980, it turns out that, say, 400 of them, o r 300,

13 doesn't matter for the example, let's say 400 of them

14 don't have cable TV service even going down their

15 street.  So, we're now down to a subset of the 98 0; 580

16 have cable service running down the street.  That 's

17 important, because, if the cable isn't available,  then

18 the fact that Comcast is advertising in the marke t,

19 etcetera, it really doesn't meet the statutory

20 requirement.  But I'm saying that you have to go beyond

21 that.  It's not just physical availability, you a lso

22 have to look at whether it's a competitive altern ative.

23 We know, based on national statistics,

24 that only about 60 percent of that, in this examp le,
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 1 580, 60 percent of those are even buying cable TV

 2 service.  So, now we're down to a few hundred of the

 3 people in the market are currently Comcast custom ers,

 4 and those are the ones that Comcast is primarily

 5 targeting.  Their promotional offerings are targe ted at

 6 trying to keep their existing customers and avoid  them

 7 going over to satellite providers.  They're tryin g to

 8 lock them in by making them sort of, by buying a

 9 bundle, they're less likely to change and switch to

10 DirectTV or Dish Network down the road.  

11 So, yes.  As you start analyzing it,

12 which ones actually have any physical available - -

13 availability, and then which ones are an existing

14 Comcast customer for video purposes, that's the r eal

15 target market, where the greatest level of

16 competitiveness is taking place.  

17 So, that's the process I was trying to

18 describe.  And, I just don't think we have the ki nd of

19 data we need to reach a conclusion that the "majo rity"

20 criteria has been met.

21 Q. And, is that why you have recommended that TDS include

22 information about Internet and cable subscription s?

23 A. Yes.  Again, the principle in the statute seems  to be

24 that you don't have to have a competitive alterna tive
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 1 to everyone.  As long as you get enough competiti ve

 2 pressure, then the Commission can reach the concl usion

 3 that the deregulatory provisions are appropriate.   But

 4 the criteria seems fairly clear; you have to at l east

 5 have a majority with a competitive alternative, n ot

 6 just an alternative, but a competitive one.  

 7 And, I believe, in this situation, given

 8 the focus on Comcast, given the realities of the part

 9 of the market they're targeting, you have to figu re out

10 how much of the market, and it will vary.  In an area

11 like Concord, it will be a much higher percentage  than

12 in a lower income or rural area.  Lower income, b ecause

13 those folks are not, again, the target market.  A n

14 advertisement for a $99 bundle may not be very

15 appealing to someone who can barely afford phone

16 service and is living with over-the-air TV.  Much  as

17 they would like to get ESPN and all that, they ca n't

18 afford it.  

19 The same principle holds in a rural

20 area, where we know, historically, in terms of th e

21 video market, that the buy-up rate for cable tend s to

22 be lower there, because people switch -- they -- the

23 over-the-air services started -- people started

24 switching over and getting satellite in an earlie r
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 1 stage.  So, the kind of pattern we're seeing in t hose

 2 maps, where the amount and extent to which Comcas t is

 3 even wiring up an area will vary; inside town the y tend

 4 to have a lot more coverage than out in the rural

 5 sections.  Again, the segments of the market matt er,

 6 and you can't make the assumption that a pattern that

 7 would hold for Concord or Manchester will also ho ld for

 8 these rural areas outside of town that TDS is ser ving.

 9 Q. So, just one last question on this point then, and just

10 so that I can understand.  You point out, on Page  21 of

11 your testimony, that TDS "has not provided any

12 estimates of the customers who purchase video and

13 Internet services within [their] exchanges."  So,  I'm

14 just -- all I'm trying to understand is how that

15 information would be useful in conducting your

16 analysis?

17 A. Well, they were focusing on bundled offerings t hat

18 included those two other elements.  So, even if y ou

19 accept that their evidence in the affidavit about  the

20 "$99 bundle" is evidence of competitiveness withi n the

21 bundled market or the part of the market where pe ople

22 are buying video and Internet and telephone, even  if

23 you accept that premise that that's a sign of

24 competitive activity, you have to figure out what  part
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 1 of the market is that?  What fraction of the mark et is

 2 that relevant to?  And, we know it's not 100 perc ent,

 3 we just don't know how large a percentage it is, based

 4 on the evidence in this docket.

 5 Q. Right.  And, I guess what I'm trying to underst and is,

 6 how knowledge of a customer base that has signed up

 7 for, say, cable television service is somehow goi ng to

 8 inform the understanding of what is available for

 9 telephone service?

10 A. Okay.  Let's give you a simple example.  If Com cast

11 would charge someone, who doesn't purchase Comcas t

12 video service, they're charging them $39.  I don' t

13 believe this Commission would agree that that was  a

14 competitive alternative to a $16 or $18 TDS servi ce.

15 It's just too big a price gap.  That's not an

16 indication that Comcast is attempting to compete in

17 that market.

18 Now, we have some evidence that

19 discounted promotional rates are being offered.  But,

20 again, those promotional rates and the discounted  rates

21 are targeted at people who are already a Comcast

22 customer.  So, the degree to which the discounted  rates

23 are relevant is a function of how many people are

24 already Comcast customers or are capable of being  a
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 1 Comcast customer.  That's the point.  So, if you have

 2 to take all your evidence and slash it by 40 perc ent,

 3 then you start being a very close call or you're well

 4 below the majority criteria.

 5 Q. I have just one more question on your testimony  at the

 6 moment, turning to Page 8, at Line 14.

 7 A. Yes.

 8 Q. You note that "Comcast is not aggressively prom oting

 9 these offerings", which I suppose refers back to its

10 voice, Internet, and video services?

11 A. No, it's the opposite.

12 Q. Oh, I'm sorry.  It refers only to its telephone

13 services?  

14 A. Yes.  I'm sorry for interpreting you.  But, yes .  The

15 last part of the question that leads into that is , "do

16 they at least allow customers to purchase stand-a lone

17 voice service?"

18 Q. Okay.  So that "these offerings" is just to the  voice

19 service?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. On what do you base your belief that they're no t

22 "aggressively promoting"?  What is the basis for that

23 conclusion on their "aggressiveness of promotion" ?

24 A. Well, first of all, the price.  I mean, they're  pricing
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 1 it at higher than the incumbent.  So, they would expect

 2 to have almost no one sign up for it.  Presumably , the

 3 only people that would go to the effort of changi ng

 4 their phone service in order to pay a higher rate  is

 5 somebody who is so disgruntled with TDS for some reason

 6 that they're willing to pay extra.  And, again, j ust

 7 given the level of effort required to change your  phone

 8 service, if the price is higher, that seems prett y

 9 clear.  

10 But, beyond that, the advertisements

11 that have been put forward, the emphasis on the

12 website, the other evidence that's available to m e,

13 suggests that the thrust of their focus or their foray

14 into the telephone market is as ancillary to the video

15 market and the Internet market, and the -- all th e

16 promotional offerings tend to focus on that, even  the

17 one we heard a moment ago, with the scripts or wh atever

18 as being read, it talked about they're a "full-se rvice

19 provider of entertainment and voice service".  So , it's

20 -- that combination is the part of the market tha t

21 they're targeting.

22 Q. You had mentioned during your response the "lev el of

23 effort to change".  How great an effort is it to

24 actually change one's phone number from one carri er to
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 1 another?

 2 A. It's more significant of an effort than it is f or, say,

 3 long distance service.  You have to spend time on  the

 4 phone, clarifying the address, you have to make s ure

 5 they get the order right.  It takes a proactive e ffort

 6 on the part of the customer.

 7 Q. But you wouldn't say that it's a "difficult thi ng to

 8 do"?

 9 A. No.  Not necessarily.  It really depends on the

10 individual on both ends of the process; the custo mer

11 and the degree to which the Comcast Service Rep.,  you

12 know, understands what they're doing and walking them

13 through it correctly.  I don't want to give you t he

14 impression that it's a tremendous amount of effor t, but

15 there is a distinction.  And, let me make it clea r.

16 The amount of effort it takes to experiment with,  and

17 I'm not sure of the name of your local grocery ch ains,

18 but, if you want to experiment with the grocery c hain's

19 version of Campbell's soup or the grocery chain's

20 version of frozen peas, it really takes very litt le

21 effort.  You're there, and, on the impulse, you s ay

22 "You know, the local grocery company's version of  peas

23 is ten cents less.  Let me try it this week and s ee if

24 it tastes the same as the Birdseye brand that I'm  used
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 1 to buying."  That's virtually effortless.  It's j ust

 2 this moment's impulse you try it out.  

 3 Whereas, to experiment with Comcast

 4 phone service and see how it goes, and whether it

 5 sounds good, etcetera, it's more of an effort.  You've

 6 got to get on the phone.  You probably could easi ly

 7 invest 10 or 15 minutes, making sure the order is

 8 correctly filled out, you've answered all their

 9 questions, everything's done right.  And, then,

10 ultimately, you know, you're going to have to dea l

11 with, you know, that whole process is more mental  and

12 emotional effort.  And, to then reverse course ba ck

13 out, it's going to start all over again, you're g oing

14 to re-go through the process.  

15 It's simply not as easy a process to

16 taste test or experiment as it is with many of th e

17 products we think of, whereas, you're in the stor e, you

18 buy it on a regular basis, every week or two you' re

19 buying it, why not try somebody else.

20 Q. Now, you had mentioned that part of your basis for

21 concluding that "Comcast is not aggressively mark eting"

22 -- or, "aggressively promoting its voice service"  is

23 the "price".  Do you have any evidence that the - - or,

24 do you know of any instance where Comcast's price s is,
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 1 say, higher in TDS's territory than in any other

 2 territories it might serve?

 3 A. No.  The impression I have is that they are not

 4 specifically targeting the TDS's territory.  They 're

 5 more generically targeting Dish Network and Direc tTV

 6 and the Internet market.  And, so, in an area lik e New

 7 Hampshire, the thrust of their planning and their

 8 strategy is probably focused on New England Telep hone,

 9 the Bell area.  And, TDS is sort of just along fo r the

10 ride or the flip-side of that.  To the extent tha t TDS

11 is feeling some competitive pressure in some smal ler

12 portions of market, I think that's almost inciden tal to

13 what's happening in the other parts of the state.

14 Q. Getting back very quickly to your -- the exampl e that

15 you just gave about the grocery store and the imp ulse

16 purchase, is that, from, I guess, from an economi cs' or

17 an economist's point of view, is that sort of a g eneral

18 way of thinking about competition and competitive

19 pricing?

20 A. I'm not sure what you're asking.

21 Q. Well, you had mentioned earlier about -- I'm so rry, I'm

22 blanking at the moment, about an economist's -- f rom an

23 economics' perspective, you were looking at

24 competition.  Is your peas example also a view of
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 1 competition from an economist's perspective?

 2 A. I think economists -- an economist's perspectiv e of

 3 competition is pretty much the common sense

 4 perspective.  There are subtle -- subtleties avai lable,

 5 depending on the context.  There's other terminol ogy

 6 that can be used.  For example, you can talk abou t

 7 "perfect competition" or "pure competition", you can

 8 talk about "rivalry".  That economists, sort of l ike,

 9 with Eskimos, they might have, I don't know if it 's

10 true, but they have a saying or I've heard a sayi ng

11 that, you know, they have "ten words for "snow"";

12 whereas you and I it's just "snow".

13 It's a little bit like that.  Economists

14 are capable of distinguishing subtle differences.   But,

15 when I just see the plain word "competitive", it seems

16 to me that what I see as an economist is pretty m uch

17 the same as what the Legislature probably was thi nking

18 about, and, ultimately, what this Commission has to

19 decide.  

20 The key point, I think, is that we have

21 a criteria of a "majority of the customers".  So,  it

22 seems to me the very fact that it's a "majority" is

23 suggesting that there's a thoughtful, factual pro cess

24 that we have to go through here.  It's not merely  the
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 1 fact that Comcast is authorized to operate and is  now

 2 providing phone service.  We have to go a step fu rther

 3 and determine how significant a competitive press ure is

 4 that?  How actively are they in the market actual ly

 5 trying to compete?  And, I think the answer is, " well,

 6 it varies depending on subsets of the market."  T hat

 7 the high end of the market, people who are buying

 8 Internet and are buying video and, of course, hav e

 9 phone service, that's the portion of the market w here

10 they're competing.  And, as you go away from that , you

11 start getting to the end of the market where it i s

12 absolutely clear-cut they're not competing.

13 MR. FOSSUM:  I have nothing further.

14 Thank you.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Mr. Malone.

16 MR. MALONE:  Mr. Coolbroth will be

17 conducting the cross-examination.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  

19 MR. COOLBROTH:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

20 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

21 Q. Dr. Johnson, you mentioned before the statutory  test

22 related to whether "competitive wireline, wireles s, or

23 broadband service is available to the majority of

24 retail customers."  Do I see "airplane service" o n that
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 1 list?  I'm just curious as to whether the Legisla ture

 2 really contemplated anything about "airplane serv ice"

 3 in the statute?

 4 A. No.  But, again, they added the word "competiti ve".

 5 They knew that "wireline service", what that mean s,

 6 they know what "broadband" means, they know what

 7 "wireless" means.  The fact that they inserted th e word

 8 "competitive" to me implies that they were concer ned

 9 about the impact of that availability, and was th at

10 impact sufficient to protect customers from monop oly

11 power?  Was it going to serve the purpose that th is

12 Commission has historically served?  And, given t hat

13 structure and the insertion of that word, I think  the

14 -- some sort of analysis of what's really going o n

15 becomes important.  And, that's the trust of my

16 testimony.

17 Q. And, on Page 17 of your prefiled testimony, rig ht at

18 the top, you make reference to an "FCC Annual Rep ort

19 assessing the Status of Competition in the Market  for

20 [the] delivery of Video Programming."  Do you see  that?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Now, the FCC also prepares similar studies for local

23 telephone competition, do they not?

24 A. Yes.
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 1 Q. And, you didn't make any reference to any of th ose

 2 recent reports in your testimony, did you?

 3 A. No.

 4 Q. Okay.  I'd like to show you a document.

 5 (Atty. Coolbroth handing document to the 

 6 witness.  And, Atty. Malone distributing 

 7 documents to the Parties, Staff, and the 

 8 Commission.) 

 9 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

10 Q. This bears a heading "FCC News", is that correc t?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And, it's marked "For Immediate Release June 25 , 2010"?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. So, this would have been available when you pre pared

15 your testimony, is that right?

16 A. I suppose so.

17 Q. And, it's entitled "FCC Releases New Local Tele phone

18 Competition Data."  Did I read that correctly?

19 MR. FELTES:  Attorney Coolbroth, can we

20 -- would it be possible to allow the witness a ch ance to

21 review it for just a minute?

22 MR. COOLBROTH:  Tell me when you're set.

23 WITNESS JOHNSON:  Okay.

24 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 
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 1 Q. And, does it say "First Collection to Comprehen sively

 2 Include Interconnected VoIP"?  Did I read that

 3 correctly?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. And, does it say "The Federal Communications Co mmission

 6 for the first time has released comprehensive

 7 information about subscribership to interconnecte d

 8 Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) service."  Di d I

 9 read that correctly?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And, it says that "Interconnected VoIP service

12 represents an important and rapidly growing part of the

13 U.S. voice service market and the new data will p rovide

14 the Commission with a comprehensive picture of th at

15 market going forward."  Did I read that correctly ?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. And, does it say "Interconnected VoIP Service e nables

18 voice communications over a broadband connection and

19 allows users both to receive calls from, and plac e

20 calls to, the public switched telephone network, like

21 traditional phone service."  Did I read that corr ectly?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. And, it says "Providers of the service include

24 companies like Vonage as well as cable and teleph one
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 1 companies that own their own networks."  Is that

 2 correct?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. And, Comcast treats its Digital Voice service a s an

 5 interconnected VoIP service, isn't that right?

 6 A. I think so, yes.

 7 Q. And, looking down further, in the first bullet point

 8 there, does it say "At year-end 2008, there were 141

 9 million traditional switched access lines in serv ice

10 and 21 million interconnected VoIP subscriptions [in

11 service] in the United States, or about 162 milli on

12 wireline retail local telephone service connectio ns in

13 total."  Did I read that right?

14 A. Pretty close.  Missed a word or so, that's all.

15 Q. And, so, in a universe that the FCC characteriz es as

16 "wireline retail local service connections", it c ounts

17 both traditional switched access lines and

18 interconnected VoIP subscriptions, is that right?

19 A. The key part of your question is -- let me hear  that

20 question again.  It focuses on some sort of termi nology

21 of the FCC, and I want to make sure I understand the

22 terminology correctly.  Could you read it to me o r ask

23 me the question again.  

24 MR. COOLBROTH:  Could I have it read
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 1 back.

 2 (Whereupon the court reporter read back 

 3 the last question asked by Mr. 

 4 Coolbroth.) 

 5 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

 6 Q. And, of course, I was referring to "wireline", and not

 7 "wireless".

 8 A. The thrust seems to be something about how the FCC is

 9 characterizing things, and I'm not sure which.  I  want

10 to either know precisely what you're asking me or  if

11 you could point me again to where that characteri zation

12 is, so I can study it carefully.

13 Q. Okay.  In the first bullet point, over on the - - on the

14 second line, starting on the right, the FCC is ta lking

15 about "162 million wireline retail local service

16 connections in total."

17 A. Okay.  So, they're basically characterizing the

18 terminology "wireline encompasses VoIP" is your p oint.

19 Q. Do you agree that's what it says?  

20 A. I mean, it does use wires.  So, that seems reas onable.

21 Yes, that seems to be the thrust.  They're using the

22 terminology "wireline" and "retail" to encompass both

23 traditional switched access lines and VoIP

24 subscriptions, which utilize some form of wire,
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 1 presumably, broadband, from either the phone comp any or

 2 the cable company.  

 3 Q. And, in the second bullet, does it say "Of the

 4 162 million total connections, 48 percent were

 5 residential switched access lines", and skipping down

 6 here a bit, "12 percent were residential VoIP

 7 subscriptions", is that correct?

 8 A. That's what the numbers say, yes.  So, that's

 9 suggesting, nationwide, we have about a 80 percen t

10 switched access and 20 percent VoIP, as opposed t o, you

11 know, 2 percent or 3 percent or something of the

12 numbers we might be seeing in this case.  But,

13 nationwide, it is a much more significant penetra tion.

14 Q. Well, actually, you may have jumped ahead.  If you just

15 look at the top of the next page and look at the bullet

16 point there, the Commission says "Of the 97 milli on

17 wireline residential connections, 74.5 percent we re

18 ILEC switched access lines, 19.5 percent were non -ILEC

19 interconnected VoIP subscriptions, [and] 5.8 perc ent

20 non-ILEC switched access lines", is that right?

21 A. That's what it says.  So, you didn't read, but,  if I

22 understand correctly, the "0.3 percent" is the fi nal

23 percent.

24 Q. Yes.  Certainly.  So, that's -- and those were
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 1 comprised of "ILEC interconnected VoIP subscripti ons",

 2 is that right?

 3 A. Right.  So, you get the impression that the Von age

 4 portion of the market continues to still be prett y

 5 small, but the cable TV portion is growing to the  point

 6 where it's become 19 percent nationwide.

 7 Q. I'm going to show you another similar document dated

 8 "September 3rd, 2010", and ask you to take a mome nt to

 9 review that.

10 (Atty. Coolbroth handing document to the 

11 witness.) 

12 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

13 Q. And, is this a very similar press release dated

14 "September 3rd, 2010 that stresses that it is the

15 "Second Election to comprehensively Include

16 Interconnected VoIP."  Do I have that correct?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And, are the first two paragraphs, in substance ,

19 similar to what we read together with respect to the

20 first press release?

21 A. Yes.  This appears to be.  Although it was only

22 released a few months after the first one, it app ears

23 to be an 18 month later update.  So, it's after a  year

24 and a half of evolution of the markets.
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 1 Q. Well, --

 2 MR. COOLBROTH:  And, actually, I haven't

 3 marked these.  I should mark these.  Could I have  the

 4 press release that's dated 6 --

 5 CONTINUED BY THE WITNESS: 

 6 A. Oh, no.  Yes, six months.  I'm sorry, I misstat ed that,

 7 six months later.  So, that's June 2009, the seco nd

 8 document you handed me; the first document was

 9 December 2008.  So, it's six months later, releas ed

10 three months later.  So, I guess they're kind of

11 catching up.

12 MR. COOLBROTH:  And, I neglected to have

13 these marked, Mr. Chairman.  If I could have them  marked

14 as the next exhibits for KTC.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, the "June 25, 2010

16 First Collection FCC Release" would be?

17 MS. DENO:  Seventeen.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay, "Exhibit 17".

19 And, the subsequent FCC release from September 3,  2010

20 would be marked for identification as Exhibit --

21 "Applicant's Exhibit Number 18".

22 (The documents, as described, were 

23 herewith marked as Exhibit KTC-MCT 17 

24 and Exhibit KTC-MCT 18, respectively, 
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 1 for identification.) 

 2 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

 3 Q. And, so, similarly, in the first bullet, it say s "In

 4 June 2009, there were 133 million traditional swi tched

 5 access lines in service and 23 million interconne cted

 6 VoIP subscriptions [in service] in the United Sta tes,

 7 or about 157 million wireline retail local teleph one

 8 service connections in total."  Did I read that

 9 correctly?

10 A. Yes.  Yes.

11 Q. And, looking at the next bullet in this press r elease,

12 it says, does it not, "Interconnected VoIP

13 subscriptions increased by 10 percent during the first

14 six months of 2009 (from 21 million to 23 million

15 subscriptions) and switched access lines decrease d by

16 5 percent (from 141 million to 133 million lines)  for a

17 combined decrease of 3 percent (from 162 million to

18 about 157 million total wireline retail local tel ephone

19 service connections)."  Did I read that right?

20 A. I think so.

21 Q. So, that's saying, in the universe of overall d eclining

22 local telephone service connections, the VoIP

23 subscriptions are increasing, while the switched access

24 lines are decreasing, is that right?
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. And, the last bullet point on that page, does i t say

 3 "Of the 93 million wireline residential connectio ns,

 4 73.1 percent were ILEC switched access lines, [an d]

 5 20.7 percent were non-ILEC interconnected VoIP

 6 subscriptions"?  Does it say that?

 7 A. Yes.

 8 Q. So, the share of residential connections of VoI P is

 9 increasing on the ILEC switched access lines as w ell,

10 is that right?

11 A. Yes, but not by the full 10 percent growth rate .  So,

12 it appears that the growth in business has been a

13 little faster than the residential.  I suppose it 's how

14 you look at it, but, yes.

15 Q. But, of course, the TDS -- or, Kearsarge serves

16 business customers, as well as residential custom ers,

17 does it not?

18 A. Absolutely.

19 Q. And, I'd like to show you a document entitled " Local

20 Telephone Competition:  Status as of June 30, 200 9

21 Industry Analysis and Technology Division Wirelin e

22 Competition Bureau September 2010", bearing the s eal of

23 the Federal Communications Commission.  And, ask you if

24 you can identify what this document is?
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 1 A. I've not seen it before, but it looks like a re cent

 2 version of their Local Competition Reports they h ave

 3 been issuing for years.

 4 Q. And, take the time you need, but I'd like to di rect

 5 your attention to Page 1, the numbered page "1", after

 6 the "Table of Contents" of this document.

 7 A. Okay.

 8 Q. And, again, like the press release, it says, do es it

 9 not, "This is the second of our reports about loc al

10 telephone service in the United States that inclu des

11 comprehensive information about subscribership to

12 interconnected Voice over Internet Protocol

13 (interconnected VoIP) service as well as comprehe nsive

14 information about the more traditional telephone

15 service lines."  Is that correct?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. And, directing your attention to Page 2 of the report,

18 down under the heading "Wireline retail local tel ephone

19 service", do you see that heading?

20 MR. FELTES:  Mr. Chairman, I object to

21 the context of this cross at this point.  The pre ss

22 releases are two pages long.  Mr. Johnson has the  ability

23 to read two pages in a minute or two, but this is  a 32

24 page report from the FCC.  And, it appears as tho ugh
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 1 Attorney Coolbroth is going to take out a sentenc e or two

 2 here or there and cross-examine Dr. Johnson on it .  I

 3 think it behooves us to allow Dr. Johnson to, you  know, at

 4 least read the entire report at a minimum, before

 5 commenting on a sentence here or there.  And,

 6 alternatively, --

 7 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I think, at this point,

 8 he hasn't been asked to comment on anything.  All  he's

 9 been asked is to confirm what the document says.  I think

10 before we -- we can go into this document at some  length,

11 Mr. Coolbroth, if you just want to confirm what's  there.

12 But, to the extent we're going to try to get any opinions

13 out of Dr. Johnson on the substance of this, then ,

14 obviously, we'll give him some time to peruse the

15 document.

16 MR. COOLBROTH:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

17 We'll give him the time that he needs, as appropr iate.  I

18 do plan largely to kind of take him through the d ocument.

19 On this document -- well, see if I ask him for an y

20 opinions, I'm not sure I'm going to.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Well, let's see

22 where it goes.

23 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

24 Q. So, looking at the heading "Wireline retail loc al
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 1 [competition] service", does it say "Retail local

 2 telephone customers are served by two wireline

 3 technologies, end-user switched access lines and

 4 interconnected VoIP subscriptions."  Did I read t hat

 5 right?

 6 A. Yes.

 7 MR. COOLBROTH:  They're two-sided

 8 copies, Mr. Chairman.

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, we encourage that.

10 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

11 Q. Dr. Johnson, I wanted to direct your attention to

12 Page 5 of this document.  And, in particular, Fig ure 3.

13 And, does this report "Wireline Retail Local Tele phone

14 Service Connections by Technology, Regulatory Sta tus,

15 and Customer Type as of June 30, 2009, (In Thousa nds)"?

16 A. Appears to.

17 Q. And, does this appear to be more detail behind the

18 aggregate numbers that were included in the press

19 release?

20 MR. FELTES:  Mr. Chairman?

21 BY THE WITNESS: 

22 A. Yes.  It does appear to have some additional de tail.

23 I'm sorry.

24 MR. FELTES:  Mr. Chairman, if I may?
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 1 Can we -- is it possible to provide an offer of p roof

 2 where Attorney Coolbroth is going with this?  At this

 3 point, I'm going to have to object to this docume nt.  I

 4 don't think it is relevant.  TDS has had an oppor tunity to

 5 study its own exchanges a provide this type of

 6 information.  What's relevant in this proceeding is

 7 Kearsarge Telephone Company, not FCC nationwide n umbers.

 8 So, I'm little confused of where we're going with  this.  I

 9 object, based on relevancy, at this time.

10 MR. COOLBROTH:  Well, Mr. Chairman,

11 first of all, this witness used such a national r eport to

12 comment on competition in the video industry.  Bu t,

13 secondly, this witness is providing general testi mony

14 about what he thinks the word "competitive" means  and what

15 competition is generally.  If he were only focusi ng on the

16 statute and what's going on in the Kearsarge exch anges, it

17 would be a different case.  But he is the one who  is

18 introducing the overall question of competitivene ss and

19 what "competitiveness" means under this statute i n his

20 testimony.  And, we are exploring whether that's

21 consistent with what's going on elsewhere in the market,

22 and impeaching his opinion.

23 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  We're going to permit
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 1 the continuing cross-examination on this issue.  I think

 2 Mr. Coolbroth does make the important point that Dr.

 3 Johnson raised the issue of FCC reports in one re gard.

 4 And, certainly, with these three documents, these  two FCC

 5 news releases and this FCC report, it addresses i ssues

 6 that are irrelevant -- are relevant and are withi n the

 7 scope of permissible cross-examination.

 8 MR. COOLBROTH:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Having said that, we may

10 get to a point where the cross-examination become s

11 repetitive.

12 MR. COOLBROTH:  Understood, Mr.

13 Chairman.

14 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

15 Q. Dr. Johnson, I'd like to ask you to look at Pag e 12 of

16 this document, Table 1, which is "End-User Switch ed

17 Access Lines and VoIP Subscriptions".  And, does it

18 show that, in December 1999, there were 181,203,0 00

19 ILEC switched access -- ILEC services?

20 A. Switched access lines, yes.  End-user switched access

21 lines.

22 Q. And, in June 2009, there were 112,743,000 ILEC switched

23 access lines, end-user switched access?

24 A. Yes.
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 1 Q. And, would you accept subject to check that tha t is a

 2 decrease of 37.8 percent?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. And, for services provided by non-ILECs, in

 5 December 1999, was it 8,194,000?

 6 A. Yes.

 7 Q. And, in June 2009, was it 43,963,000?

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. And, would you accept subject to check that tha t is an

10 increase of 436.5 percent?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Dr. Johnson, I'd like to direct your attention to

13 Page 20 of this document.  Specifically, Table 9,  which

14 is entitled the "Residential End-User Switched Ac cess

15 Lines and VoIP Subscriptions by State as of June 30

16 2009 (In Thousands)."  Do you see that?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And, looking down at the total for New Hampshir e, over

19 on the right, does it show a total of these items  of

20 494,000?

21 A. "494", did you say?

22 Q. Right.

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. And, of that total, 302,000 were provided by IL ECs?
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. And, substantially, all of them were provided o ver

 3 switched access lines, is that right?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. Because, in the middle, for "VoIP", it either r ounds to

 6 zero or zero, is that right?

 7 A. Yes.

 8 Q. And, then, looking at "Non-ILECs", the total is

 9 192,000?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. Of which 6,000 were switched access lines and 3 3 plus

12 153 were VoIP?

13 A. Yes.  The bulk of the non-ILEC lines are from V oIP.

14 And, within that category, the vast majority are

15 bundled with Internet services.  So, it's the bun dled

16 offerings, with Internet service, is the way they  have

17 set up the data collection, and where they expect  a lot

18 of those would also be bundled with video, is whe re the

19 success has been in the penetration into the mark et.

20 Q. And, just one more page in this document.  I'd like to

21 ask you to look at Page 28, Table 17, which repor ts

22 "Mobile Telephone Facilities-based Carriers and M obile

23 Telephony Subscribers."  Do you see that page?

24 A. Yes.  Oh, Table 17.  Okay.  Yes.
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 1 Q. And, down for New Hampshire, looking over to th e right,

 2 at June 2009, is it correct that there were 1,075 ,000

 3 mobile telephony subscribers in New Hampshire?

 4 A. That's the number that's reported here, yes.

 5 Q. And, is that more than double the total number of

 6 wireline connections in New Hampshire?

 7 A. Yes.

 8 Q. And, Dr. Johnson, I wanted to direct your atten tion to

 9 -- back to your prefiled testimony, to Page 12.  And,

10 at the very top of that page, your counsel appear s to

11 characterize your prior testimony as "Comcast isn 't

12 making much of an effort to compete in the market  for

13 telephone service."  Did I read that right?

14 A. Yes.  Yes.

15 Q. And, on Page 17 of your testimony, Lines 11 thr ough 14,

16 you say "Comcast's decision not to compete head-t o-head

17 with TDS in the voice telephone market, its decis ion

18 not to aggressively promote stand alone voice ser vice,

19 and its decision not to undercut or at least matc h

20 TDS's prices for phone service are consistent wit h the

21 longstanding historical practices of most cable

22 television providers."  Did I read that right?

23 A. Yes, you did.

24 Q. Does your testimony cite any marketing reports within
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 1 the Kearsarge Telephone Company service territory  to

 2 support that statement?

 3 A. I am referring to my opinion of the earlier evi dence I

 4 had presented at that point.  It's also consisten t with

 5 data you're just showing me now from this latest FCC

 6 report.

 7 Q. But your testimony is about Comcast's strategic

 8 decisions about how it's going to market its prod ucts,

 9 is that right?

10 A. Or its attempts to avoid competing head-to-head  where

11 it can, and to maximize profits as best it can wh en it

12 has no choice.  So, it has no choice but to compe te

13 with the satellite providers.  And, it has made t he

14 decision to compete in the Internet market.  Havi ng

15 made that decision, the telephone is sort of an e xtra

16 element of that overall plan, but it is not the p rimary

17 thrust of their efforts.  I think that's very cle ar.

18 You could even see it right here in this document ,

19 where the activity is primarily when VoIP is purc hased

20 as a bundled with Internet service.  But, in gene ral,

21 that's been what I've observed in the marketplace , that

22 what they're advertising are bundles.  And, they are

23 strategically trying to counter the efforts of Di rectTV

24 and Dish Network, because those two providers are  very
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 1 weak in the area of broadband.  And, the technolo gy,

 2 satellite technology is not a very efficient way of

 3 providing broadband.  I mean, they can do it, but

 4 they're certainly not very successful at it.  So,

 5 they're trying to parry.  And, they're trying to avoid

 6 having a head-to-head competition where there's p retty

 7 much the same offering, and it's just strictly a

 8 question of the service quality and price.  That' s

 9 consistent with the historic pattern, which I ref erred

10 to, but to remind you very briefly.  We had, you know,

11 20 or 30 years of opportunity for Comcast to comp ete

12 with Time Warner, and for Time Warner to compete with

13 other cable providers, and that's not what they d id.

14 They chose to buy each other off and to consolida te.

15 And, if they wanted to grow, they would just keep  on

16 buying more and more existing, small mom-and-pop cable

17 companies.  They would not compete against each o ther.

18 You know, we didn't have exclusive service arrang ements

19 or franchises.  To the extent some cities attempt ed

20 that, Congress is knocking that down.  So, they h ad the

21 opportunity to compete by expanding into adjacent  areas

22 within the metropolitan markets where they were a lready

23 serving.  And, that's not something they chose to  do as

24 an industry.  Their pattern is very clear.  So, I
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 1 believe that tells us something as to how they're  going

 2 about their competition with the satellite provid ers

 3 and with telephone providers.  They're not -- the y're

 4 trying to avoid head-to-head competition,

 5 apple-to-apple competition.  They're doing bundle s.

 6 And, they feel like they have an advantage in the

 7 bundle, because they can put all three elements i nto

 8 it, and neither of the other firms can combine al l

 9 three as effectively, with some limited exception s,

10 such as the FiOS effort by Verizon, where they're

11 trying to be in a position to offer all three.  B ut, if

12 you look nationwide, in general, that strategy of

13 focusing on bundling all three is an attempt to, again,

14 minimize the penetration from DirectTV and Dish

15 Network.

16 Q. Well, rather than your hypothesis, would it be better

17 to hear from Comcast itself about what its market ing

18 plans are?  For instance, with what it tells its

19 investors?

20 A. I think both types of information are useful.  I doubt

21 they would be focusing on the fact that they have

22 avoided entering each other's service territory.  I've

23 never seen a reference to that sort of thing, exc ept

24 when kind of pressed on it.  But, certainly, you know,
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 1 more information is fine.  If you think you have a

 2 quote you want me to look at, I'd be happy to loo k at

 3 it.

 4 Q. I would like to ask you to look at this documen t.  Take

 5 some time and look it over.  

 6 MR. COOLBROTH:  This is entitled "United

 7 States Securities and Exchange Commission Washing ton, D.C.

 8 Form 10-Q", for "Comcast, "For the quarterly peri od ended

 9 June 30, 2010."  I'm going to ask that this be ma rked for

10 identification.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Let's go back to

12 the previous, I don't think we marked for identif ication

13 the "September 2010 Wireline Competition Bureau" document,

14 "Local Telephone Competition".  We'll mark that f or

15 identification as "Exhibit Number 19".  And, we'l l mark

16 the "Comcast 10-Q" as "Exhibit Number 20".

17 (The documents, as described, were 

18 herewith marked as Exhibit KTC-MCT 19 

19 and Exhibit KTC-MCT 20, respectively, 

20 for identification.) 

21 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

22 Q. And, Dr. Johnson, are you familiar with what Fo rm 10-Qs

23 are?

24 A. Yes.
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 1 Q. And, these are reports that are filed quarterly  by

 2 public companies with the Securities and Exchange

 3 Commission, is that right?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. And, they typically report interim unaudited qu arterly

 6 financial results, including management's discuss ion

 7 and analysis?

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. And, are there penalties for companies, if they  make

10 materially false statements in filings such as th is?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And, are there also penalties if they omit to i nclude

13 material that's necessary to make the stuff that' s in

14 here not misleading, is that right?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Okay.  I'd like to direct your attention to Ite m 2 of

17 this Form 10-Q.

18 A. What do you mean by -- okay.

19 Q. And, I'm going to get to that.  And, I'm going to refer

20 to page numbers.  But the webpage printout prints  pages

21 at the top, and the document has page numbers at the

22 bottom.  I'm referring to the document page numbe rs at

23 the bottom when I'm going to refer you to a page.   And,

24 on Page 26, do you see that's where it starts "It em 2:
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 1 Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial

 2 Condition", so forth?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. I'd like to direct your attention to Page 28.  And,

 5 specifically, the section headed "Segment Operati ng

 6 Results".  Do you see that?

 7 A. Yes.

 8 Q. And, it says "Our segment operating results are

 9 presented based on how we assess operating perfor mance

10 and internally report financial information.  To

11 measure the performance of our operating segments , we

12 use operating income (loss) before depreciation a nd

13 amortization, excluding impairments related to fi xed

14 and intangible assets, and gains or losses from t he

15 sale of assets, if any.  This measure eliminates the

16 significant level of noncash depreciation and

17 amortization expense that results from the

18 capital-intensive nature of our [business] and fr om

19 intangible assets recognized in business combinat ions.

20 Additionally, it is unaffected by our capital str ucture

21 or investment activities.  We use this measure to

22 evaluate our consolidated operating performance a nd the

23 operating performance of our operating segments a nd to

24 allocate resources and capital to our operating" -- I'm
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 1 sorry, "and to allocate resources and capital to our

 2 operating segments.  It is also a significant

 3 performance measure in our annual incentive

 4 compensation programs."  Did I read all that corr ectly?

 5 A. Yes.

 6 Q. And, is it fair to say they use this metric to decide

 7 where to allocate resources and where to provide

 8 incentive compensation, bonuses, that sort of thi ng?

 9 A. That's what they said.

10 Q. And, you see the next segment entitled "Cable S egment

11 Results of Operations"?  You see those, the table  down

12 there?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And, for the six months ended June 30, 2010, fo r

15 "Phone", do you see "$1,793,000,000"?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. And, was that an increase of "13.6 percent" ove r the

18 corresponding period of the prior year?

19 A. Appears to be, yes.

20 Q. And, for the video, two lines above that, was t here

21 actually a decrease of "0.5 percent" in the same period

22 from the prior year?

23 A. Yes.

24 MR. FELTES:  Mr. Chairman, I'm just
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 1 going to have to object again for the record.  Th is is

 2 information that I think is well beyond the scope  of Mr.

 3 Johnson's testimony.  He did not testify what he thought

 4 would be the revenue increase for a certain produ ct or

 5 service from Comcast with respect to KTC.  And, T DS

 6 certainly did not provide any information about w hat

 7 Comcast is doing in the KTC market.  And, this is  what

 8 this case is all about, KTC; not these generalize d reports

 9 that we've seen for the first time right here.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Well, your

11 objection is overruled.  To the extent you want t o follow

12 up on some of this material on redirect, you'll h ave the

13 opportunity to do that.  And, to the extent you w ant to

14 argue what weight we should give this information , then,

15 obviously, you'll have the opportunity to do that .

16 MR. FELTES:  Thank you.

17 BY MR. COOLBROTH: 

18 Q. And, continuing over onto Page 29, Dr. Johnson,  under

19 the paragraph headed "Phone", it says, does it no t,

20 "Our phone revenue increased during the three and  six

21 months ended June 30, 2010 compared to the same p eriods

22 in 2009 primarily due to an increase in the numbe r of

23 residential and commercial phone customers.  Duri ng the

24 three and six months ended June 30, 2010, we adde d
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 1 approximately 230,000 and 503,000 phone customers ,

 2 respectively."  Did I read that right?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. And, that period January 1, 2010 to June 30, 20 10 has

 5 been a pretty rough period for the economy, isn't  that

 6 true?

 7 A. I'm not sure what you mean by "rough".  I think  we're

 8 all aware of the fact that the economy is not as robust

 9 as we would like it to be, unemployment is much h igher

10 than we like it to be, growth in GDP has been slo wer

11 than was hoped.

12 Q. And, in that climate, Comcast was able to incre ase its

13 number of phone customers by 503,000, is that rig ht?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And, continuing on in the next paragraph, "As

16 previously disclosed, we expect further declines in the

17 number of video customers during the second half of

18 2010.  In addition, during June and July, our vid eo,

19 high-speed Internet and phone customer results we re

20 weaker than expected due to the expiration of

21 promotions from the [Company's] digital transitio n last

22 year and the continuing impact of competition and  a

23 weaker environment."  Did I read that correctly?

24 A. Could you refer me again to where you were read ing
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 1 from?

 2 Q. Under that, on Page 29, under the heading "Phon e".

 3 A. Okay.

 4 Q. The second paragraph is what I read.

 5 A. I see the words, but I'm not quite sure what th ey mean

 6 by it.  They say the -- I'm not sure what they me an.

 7 Maybe what they mean is the growth in the number of

 8 customers hasn't been as robust as they had hoped  for,

 9 and that they're attributing it to an expiration of

10 promotions.  The promotions had been instilling g rowth.

11 And, as they have cut back on their promotions, t hey're

12 not able to sustain the growth rate.  I'm not sur e.

13 Maybe that's what they mean.

14 Q. And, looking over at the next page, "Cable Segm ent

15 Operating Expenses", do you see that?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. And, again, for the six months ended, going dow n to the

18 "Phone" line, we see, for the six months ended Ju ne 30,

19 2010, the operating expenses associated with phon e were

20 "$286 million"?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And, they were substantially the same for the s ame

23 period ended June 30, 2009?

24 A. Yes.
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 1 Q. So that, while revenues are going up, expenses are

 2 staying pretty much level?

 3 A. By this measure, they have a very high margin i n the

 4 phone business.

 5 Q. And, they said at the beginning of this, this i s the

 6 measure that they use to allocate resources and

 7 compensate their people, is that right?

 8 A. Right.  Bear in mind, it doesn't include the co st of

 9 capital, in any sense.  I mean, it doesn't includ e the

10 interest on their investment, it doesn't include

11 depreciation.  But, in any event, that's the one

12 they're focusing on.  And, by that measure, they have a

13 pretty substantial profit margin on the phone lin e.

14 Q. So, using this metric, $286 million of expense produces

15 $1.93 billion of revenue, is that right?

16 A. Actually, it's 1.79 billion.

17 Q. Thank you.

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. And, subject to check, would you agree that the  expense

20 for the "phone" component of the business, using this

21 metric, expenses are about 16 percent of revenues , is

22 that right?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. And, if you're using this metric, that makes th is look
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 1 like a pretty lucrative line of business, does it  not?

 2 A. Yes.  But, again, it's partly because they're n ot

 3 focusing on what it costs them to add on phone to  the

 4 system.  But it's partly -- the most significant thing,

 5 too, you just have to keep in mind is the fact th at

 6 they're choosing to look at it with sort of on a cash

 7 flow basis, without consideration of depreciation ,

 8 which they themselves concede is pretty expensive .  In

 9 the sense that they have invested a lot to move i nto

10 the Internet business, and that's taken a lot of

11 capital investment.  But, having made that decisi on,

12 they're focusing on the operating results.  And, in

13 that context, your statement is, I think, a fair

14 characterization of what they're saying here.

15 Q. So, with a line of business that's producing th at cash

16 flow and showing revenue -- a 13.6 percent revenu e

17 increase over the period, they still say that the se

18 results were "weaker than expected", back on Page  29,

19 do they not?

20 A. Again, it's not clear what was weaker.  But I t hink

21 they were referring to, they haven't been able to  grow

22 the business as much as they had hoped, in part,

23 because they were allowing some of their promotio nal

24 offerings to expire.
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 1 Q. And, then, going back to Page 29, that "Phone" segment,

 2 just the last sentence in that segment, does it s ay "We

 3 are taking steps to address customer results duri ng the

 4 remainder of the third quarter and year"?  Does i t say

 5 that?  They tell their investors they "are taking

 6 steps"?

 7 A. Yes.  

 8 Q. Do you think those people are out selling phone

 9 service?

10 A. Or video service or -- it's not completely clea r.

11 Again, the paragraph before is referring to "high -speed

12 Internet and phone" in general.  In other words, even

13 though it's under the heading "Phone", this entir e

14 paragraph that you've been quoting from is clearl y

15 dealing with the overall picture.  It's talking a bout

16 "video customers, high-speed Internet and phone".   I

17 think, in general, what you're seeing here is a p icture

18 in which the video business has slowed down.  The y're

19 not getting the growth in video, as a result of

20 penetration by the satellite providers, that is c lear.

21 And, the Internet business is not surprisingly

22 continuing to growth, because the country is stil l

23 becoming more and more enamored of the Internet, it's

24 becoming more and more popular.  So, there's an
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 1 inherent growth in that area.  They're also obvio usly

 2 growing in the phone business, because they have chosen

 3 to tackle that in this statistic you cited earlie r do

 4 suggest that, in the large metropolitan areas, in

 5 particular, they're having some penetration succe ss.

 6 Not apparently as much as they had anticipated, b ut

 7 they are succeeding.

 8 MR. COOLBROTH:  No further questions,

 9 Mr. Chairman.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Commissioner

11 Below.

12 CMSR. BELOW:  Yes.  Thank you, Mr.

13 Chairman.

14 BY CMSR. BELOW: 

15 Q. Dr. Johnson, on Page -- at the bottom of Page 8  of your

16 testimony, you cite a source in which you try to

17 compare the Comcast voice offering that's on a

18 stand-alone basis.  And, then, at the top of Page  9,

19 you characterize what you understood to be includ ed in

20 that, is that correct?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And, it says it "includes unlimited local calli ng,

23 Caller ID, Call Waiting, and various other, less

24 popular, vertical features."  Did you look at whe ther
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 1 it included long distance calling, either intrast ate or

 2 interstate?

 3 A. They do have an offering that includes long dis tance

 4 calling.  But this particular one, I believe, is the

 5 one that does not include.  The way they set thin gs up,

 6 you're going to get some vertical features, wheth er you

 7 care about them or not.  They're offering that th ey

 8 market and that they're primarily interested in

 9 promoting always includes vertical features.  One  of

10 those versions includes long distance, the other does

11 not.  And, I think there's maybe a $5.00 a month

12 difference or so between the two versions.  So, t he

13 local with more, I believe, is the version that

14 includes some popular vertical features.  And, th ey

15 have another version that's even more expensive t hat

16 includes the unlimited long distance.

17 Q. I was just trying to understand how that compar ed to

18 some of the rebuttal evidence, the rebuttal to yo ur

19 testimony that was cited earlier.  It seems to de scribe

20 this 39.95 option as including "unlimited long di stance

21 calling to the U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico"?

22 A. Right.  I think the difference is, I'm referrin g to a

23 34.95 nominal list price offering, and they were

24 referring to the 39.95 nominal list price offerin g.
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 1 Where it gets confusing is they also charge a $5. 00 fee

 2 for the use of the modem.  And, in some of my tab les, I

 3 adding in the $5.00.  So, the "34.95" became "39. 95"

 4 for presentation purposes.  If you look at, on my  Page

 5 9, under the little mini-footnotes, this is still  the

 6 34.95 offering, adding in the $5.00.

 7 Q. I see.  That, I think, was part of my confusion  is the

 8 39.95.

 9 A. Sure.

10 Q. Do you know if the KTC offering, which compared  it to,

11 does that include unlimited local calling?

12 A. No, it does not.  I thought about trying to inc lude the

13 long distance service, and it just seemed more

14 complicated.  And, I said, "well, it's complicate d

15 enough to try to deal with the various vertical

16 services, Caller ID, Call Waiting."  So, I felt l ike

17 that was sufficient to give you the taste of what 's

18 going on.  Again, the Company tends to offer sort  of

19 the cafeteria-style, individual items.  Most of t heir

20 customers are currently signed up for one or more

21 individual items, however many determines the exa ct

22 price point they're at.  What Comcast will do is say

23 "Well, you know, yeah, we charge a little more, b ut you

24 get more for your money.  You get these extra ver tical
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 1 services."  And, for a customer who is already pa ying

 2 for one or two of them, and maybe they get a thir d one

 3 that they don't really care about, but it's part of

 4 their pitch.  The long distance gets more complic ated,

 5 because it really varies, depending on how much l ong

 6 distance, how many calls they're making.  And, th at

 7 becomes -- I've done that in the past, and it can  be

 8 done, but it's a very complicated table.  You've got to

 9 basically have a whole nother dimension, how many  calls

10 did they make or what sort of a calling bundle th ey're

11 on.

12 Q. So, the individual customer's decision to poten tially

13 switch is often complicated by these variables, w hat's

14 included, what's not included, how much long dist ance?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. The calling they make in any given month?  And,  maybe

17 sometimes customers aren't even real clear on wha t that

18 is and what it's costing them and how they would

19 compare two plans, is that fair to say?

20 A. Yes.  And, I've tried to be very fair and clari fying

21 what's going on.  I do think it's fair to say tha t

22 Comcast is targeting the high end of the market.

23 That's just a general way of describing what's

24 happening.  The more someone is sort of the middl e
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 1 class or upper middle class customer, who is buyi ng,

 2 you know, at least Caller ID, maybe Caller ID and  Call

 3 Waiting, and they do place long distance calls, t he

 4 more they start plausibly saying "well, maybe it

 5 wouldn't cost me that much more to switch to Comc ast or

 6 maybe I can even save some money", assuming they' re

 7 aware of the fact that the initial rate is going to

 8 expire.

 9 Again, it's a complex comparison for any

10 one customer and for you folks to try to look at.   But

11 the key element to be aware of is the fact that C omcast

12 is targeting only one segment of the market.  So,  you

13 can't just say "look, Comcast is in the exchange,

14 therefore, the statutory criteria is met."  You'v e got

15 to go at least one or two layers deeper and try t o

16 figure out for what fraction of the customers is the

17 Comcast offering a viable offering that would be

18 attractive and could be fairly characterized as a

19 "competitive alternative".

20 Q. Is there any standard or generalization that yo u could

21 make with regard to at what point of market penet ration

22 could an economist conclude that an offering is a

23 "competitive alternative"?  I mean, I presume it

24 wouldn't mean that they have to have half the cus tomer
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 1 base and --

 2 A. No, that's correct.

 3 Q. At what point, and I think you also indicated t here's a

 4 lot of inertia in doing a call port -- phone numb er

 5 porting and things like that.  So, I'm just wonde ring,

 6 at what -- what kind of -- how would one look at the

 7 threshold of market penetration and say "yes, thi s is

 8 becoming a real alternative and they're gaining m arket

 9 share"?  

10 A. Well, I think, depending on the data available,  there's

11 any number of ways you could look at it.  There's  any

12 -- there's multiple ways you could look at it and  not

13 have to wait until huge amounts of market share a re

14 lost.  What I'm trying to suggest is, rural New

15 Hampshire is the last place you're going to see i t

16 happening.  And, so, that's why it's a tough call .

17 They're asking you to make that decision right no w, not

18 waiting a few more years.

19 The kind of numbers they have just been

20 citing out of these national statistics are stron gly

21 suggesting that, in the large metropolitan areas,  the

22 cable industry is having some success penetrating  the

23 market, and they are competing.  So, if you were to do

24 the same sort of analysis for Boston or for New Y ork or
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 1 for Miami, which is going to dominate these natio nal

 2 statistics, I think you'd probably reach a conclu sion

 3 that the statutory criteria is met.  And, I think  you

 4 might have reached that even before we got to thi s

 5 point of penetration, based on the actual price

 6 comparisons, the promotional activities, and the like.

 7 Our difficulty here is they're asking you to do t his in

 8 a rural area, where the cable doesn't even reach all

 9 the customers.  And, to the extent it does reach the

10 customers, they're clearly not attempting to matc h the

11 TDS prices.

12 CMSR. BELOW:  Okay.  Thank you.  That's

13 all.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Ignatius.

15 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  

16 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

17 Q. Following where you were just discussing and lo oking at

18 New Hampshire versus national statistics, can you  look

19 back again at the Local Telephone Competition Rep ort,

20 Exhibit 19, it has some New Hampshire data in it.

21 Turning to Page 19, and this is Table 8 that brea ks out

22 "Total End-User Switched Access Lines and VoIP

23 Subscriptions by State as of June 30th, 2009."

24 A. Yes.
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 1 Q. New Hampshire figures are about halfway down th at page.

 2 And, the "Non-ILEC Percentage of Total" on the fa r

 3 right is "44 percent", correct?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. And, just as I glance through the page, without  doing

 6 anything more statistical than that, 44 percent i s one

 7 of the higher numbers, there are a few that appea r

 8 higher, but most are lower, and some quite a bit lower

 9 than that as a percentage of non-ILEC percentage of the

10 total, correct?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. So, I'm asking you, without knowing anything ab out what

13 I'm looking at here, it -- just looking at those

14 numbers, I draw the conclusion that New Hampshire  isn't

15 the last place you're going to see these kinds of

16 changes.

17 A. You missed the word "rural".

18 Q. Okay.

19 A. A very important word.

20 Q. Well, fair enough.

21 A. These statistics are telling us that they are h aving,

22 the "they" being the "cable industry", the cable

23 industry is having some success in New Hampshire.   And,

24 in fact, that percentage is higher than in many o f
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 1 these other states.  It might be the highest or o ne of

 2 the highest on the chart.  Yet, we have other

 3 information like, you know, ported numbers, which

 4 suggest there's not yet very much activity for th is

 5 company, and that's not surprising, because this

 6 company is serving the more rural parts of the st ate.  

 7 So, to reconcile those two, I'd say

 8 "well, the success is predominantly so far in the  New

 9 England Telephone parts of the state", I suspect,

10 which, as I recall, are a very large fraction of the

11 total population.  So, what happens there can dom inate

12 the statewide statistics, even if the other parts  of

13 the state were quite different.

14 Q. All right.  And, so, your expectation is that, if you

15 broke those New Hampshire numbers out, between ci ty

16 centers and rural areas, you would get two very

17 different results?

18 A. Yes.  And, in fact, to be fair about it, ideall y, at

19 least when your mentally -- your mental picture, you

20 really want to think of it as three categories.  You

21 have your metropolitan areas, you have the towns in the

22 rural areas, and you have the actual rural area o utside

23 that town.  Those maps are consistent with that

24 pattern.  That, once you get outside of town, the  cable
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 1 may not even be out there.  But, even inside the town,

 2 people may be slower to react to telemarketing or  react

 3 to TV or to do anything perhaps than inside the c ities.

 4 It would be ideal, you'd be able to track the dat a,

 5 break it down.  It's possible that, if you contac ted

 6 the FCC, you could get some additional detail for  New

 7 Hampshire.  I don't know whether they would be wi lling

 8 to provide it to you on a confidential basis.  Bu t, at

 9 some point, if you're curious about it, it would be

10 interesting to know.  Unfortunately, I was flippi ng

11 through quickly, and I didn't see any discussion in

12 here of "rural versus urban" or "rural versus tow ns

13 versus urban", and that's one of the problems.  T he FCC

14 has a tendency to think of the country as a whole , and

15 the data is all dominated by the big cities.  And , when

16 you get to a place like New Hampshire, where you see

17 that vivid contrast, sometimes you get frustrated  that

18 they don't report a little differently than they do.  

19 Q. And, when you say that there is this vivid cont rast

20 between the two or three different ways of breaki ng out

21 New Hampshire's customer base, do you have statis tics

22 that show that vivid contrast, how different it i s from

23 one area to another?

24 A. Historically, working in the industry for many years, I
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 1 have often seen that contrast in various data set s.  I

 2 don't have one specific data set in mind at the m oment.

 3 But I've seen that.  One that comes to mind is th e

 4 penetration on things like Caller ID or Call Wait ing.

 5 Historically, or another example would be Yellow Page

 6 revenue.  I'll use that one just to give you some thing

 7 different to think about.  For whatever reason, t he

 8 advertising revenue per line is much higher in ur ban

 9 areas than in rural areas.  It's just a pattern t hat I

10 saw over and over.  As you go around the country,  you

11 get down to the smaller exchanges, whether it wou ld be

12 the Verizon or AT&T exchange, whoever's exchange,  as

13 you -- if you drill down and ask "well, what's yo ur

14 revenue per line in a rural area?"  It wasn't as high.

15 And, the same thing with Caller ID and Call Waiti ng.

16 For some reason, those services don't seem to be as

17 popular.  Maybe they don't know as many people, s o

18 they're not as curious who's calling them.  I don 't

19 know why.  Maybe, you know, it's a small town and  it's

20 Aunt Mabel that might be calling me; whereas, in a big

21 city, you're wondering who it is.  I don't know w hy.

22 Q. Let me ask you something else.  In your testimo ny, this

23 is your Exhibit 77, September 2nd, 2010 testimony .

24 Page 10, you made a couple of changes to deal
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 1 specifically with Kearsarge Telephone Company, an d not

 2 putting in Merrimack data.  

 3 A. Yes.  

 4 Q. Can you give a little more explanation of the s ource of

 5 the numbers that you changed in Lines 5 through 1 1 on

 6 Page 10?

 7 A. Yes.  The rate for the KTC customer was taken o ut of

 8 the previous table.  If you look back at Page 9,

 9 between Lines 8 and 10, there's a table of inform ation.

10 And, so, that "23.82" example that's for the "KTC  Low",

11 and that is referring to the fact that KTC has

12 different rates, depending on the exchange, maybe  the

13 calling scope or whatever the reason is in the ta riff.

14 So, we pulled the rate out of the filed tariff fo r KTC,

15 and then we found the rate for Caller ID and Call

16 Waiting and added those in.  And, then, we added in the

17 $6.50 federally authorized end-user charge to get  to a

18 total.  It's not the grand total, because there's

19 additional taxes and the like, that both Comcast and

20 TDS charge.  But that was the basic process we us ed.

21 That explains the "23.82".

22 Q. Before you move on from that, --

23 A. Uh-huh.

24 Q. -- let me ask one other question.  And, why did  you
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 1 choose the KTC low number as opposed to the KTC h igh

 2 number?

 3 A. I had to pick one or the other to keep my chang es

 4 simple.  And, you could use either one.  The 23.8 2

 5 results in the 26 percent difference.  At $28, th ere

 6 would be a smaller difference, clearly.  This was

 7 calculated -- both are valid.  Depends on which

 8 exchange they're in, as to which comparison is

 9 appropriate or which comparison applies.

10 The key point, as I say, is, again, the

11 critical point is, in this example, we're focusin g on

12 somebody who is in the portion of the population that's

13 already using Comcast video service, so they qual ify

14 for this discounted rate from Comcast.  And, they 're

15 already using Call Waiting and Caller ID.  So, th e bill

16 they're paying to TDS is higher than those folks who

17 aren't.  And, they're the ones that are getting c loser

18 to being a saving, but they're still not a saving  in

19 the case of the low.  And, there's really not a s aving

20 in either case.

21 Q. All right.  That's helpful.  Thank you.  One ot her area

22 I wanted to ask you about.  And, you alluded to i t

23 before with Commissioner Below about some key

24 indicators you'd look at to understand market
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 1 penetration.  I assume, at some point, there's an

 2 analysis that doesn't involve calling every speci fic

 3 address and finding out is something available or  not,

 4 and looking at the income level of every single

 5 customer and deciding "is it within their comfort  zone

 6 to be purchasing a product at that rate?"

 7 A. Right.

 8 Q. So, if -- what does one do?  I mean, asking, yo u know,

 9 sort of in general, as you look at these problems , and

10 it's sort of a sophisticated analysis, and yet yo u

11 can't get down to that level of detail in any kin d of

12 --

13 A. Right.

14 Q. -- you know, within less than a five year analy sis to

15 do so, and everything will have changed again.  S o,

16 what does one do in that kind of a situation?

17 A. Well, sure.  Well, the first thing that needs t o happen

18 or I would do, if you choose -- if you ruled that  this

19 filing doesn't meet their burden of proof, and yo u gave

20 them the opportunity to file a future filing, if I were

21 the Company, what I would do is pull a sample of my

22 addresses, a random sample, a legitimately pulled

23 random sample, and then run them through this web site,

24 to check what percentage of the actual addresses have
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 1 the service available.  And, I would do it

 2 exchange-by-exchange.  And, I would expect to see  a

 3 pattern which is varying, depending on the penetr ation

 4 of Comcast, as to how much their facilities are

 5 available.  So, that's the key step they didn't d o.

 6 Their approach seemed to be, "as long as Comcast was in

 7 the exchange, we're done with that."  And, I don' t

 8 think they are done with that.  I think it would be a

 9 mistake for you to accept that approach.  But I'm  not

10 asking them to do something unreasonable.  And, a

11 sample is the sort of thing I would do as an econ omist,

12 it seems obvious, rather than attempt to look up every

13 single phone number, or they could do it, there's  only

14 400 of them in one of these exchanges.  But you w ould

15 need to pull a sample, particularly in the larger

16 exchanges, to check how many of the addresses hav e it

17 available.  That's the first step.  The second st ep is

18 I'd offer some data on how popular are Call Waiti ng and

19 -- Caller ID and Call Waiting, so you get some se nse

20 of, is that pretty much everybody or is that just  a

21 minority of the customers?  How many of the custo mers

22 are looking at a price point existing, where the

23 Comcast offering is going to be appealing?  Some data

24 on that, that's right in their records.  You know , they
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 1 have it at their fingertips.  Go ahead and offer that

 2 exchange-by-exchange.  Those are the key things.  

 3 Then, I think, beyond that, some data

 4 about how popular their DSL service is, some data  on

 5 that.  Because, again, these are bundles.  And, t he

 6 more -- lots of people are now using the Internet , the

 7 more the bundled evidence starts becoming relevan t.

 8 And, we just don't know where they are.  We know that

 9 it varies across the country.  I would expect the re's

10 been a growth in it.  And, again, that's data the y have

11 at their own hands, without having to go to Comca st to

12 ask them.

13 Q. And, the Company has said that the maps that we re

14 submitted as part of an earlier hearing process i n this

15 case, that they already demonstrate the availabil ity

16 and the service to a majority of customers.

17 Mr. Murray's affidavit and testimony today referr ed to

18 MCR-2, which was part of Attachment E to Mr. Reed 's

19 testimony of November 15th, 2007.  I don't know i f you

20 have any of those maps with you.  I guess I'm cur ious,

21 just picking any of them, what they show or what they

22 failed to show in the questions that we're facing

23 today?  Do you have any of those available and co uld

24 your counsel --
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Feltes, do you have

 2 those?

 3 MR. FELTES:  Yes, we do.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  If you could provide

 5 them to the witness please.

 6 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

 7 Q. The first map happens to be a KTC exchange of A ndover.

 8 Though, we could look at any of them, but that's --

 9 A. Do you have the large version?  This is the sma ll.  It

10 does make a difference, it turns out, because the  small

11 ones, which is a nice effort to save paper and ma ke it

12 easier to work with, but they just don't show as much

13 detail as the large ones.  And, some of the issue s are

14 going to center on detail that I was unable to di scern

15 looking at the small ones, but becomes clear when  you

16 look at the larger ones.

17 Q. Well, I know we have the large ones in the reco rd, we

18 don't have them at our fingertips right here, --

19 A. That's fine.

20 Q. -- but, if you want to speak to that, and make sure

21 that on the record we get -- we get the details y ou're

22 describing.

23 MR. FOSSUM:  If the Commissioners would

24 like to review a larger map, Staff does have a co py of the
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 1 larger size map.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, why don't you

 3 bring that up here, if that's the first page of t he --

 4 well, I think the important thing here is, I woul d guess,

 5 Commissioner Ignatius, is you want to have a dial ogue with

 6 the witness.  So, why don't we make sure you're e ach

 7 working from the same document.  

 8 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  And, if you have an

 9 easel to put that up, that would be fine.

10 MR. FOSSUM:  Are you only interested in

11 the Andover map at the moment?

12 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Why don't we just stay

13 with that, see if that takes care of it.  All rig ht, for

14 now we'll -- don't worry about an easel.  We'll j ust look

15 at the map, and then we can, at a break, find an easel, if

16 that would help others.

17 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

18 Q. So, the map here that shows in different colors  and

19 markings, yellow in DSL, DSL marked in yellow, ca ble

20 modems marked with green lines, and cable TV mark ed in

21 orange lines, correct?

22 A. I would call it "purple" maybe.

23 Q. Oh.  I'm sorry.

24 A. That's fine.  
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 1 Q. That's not even close to orange.

 2 A. The reddish color, I would call "purple" just f or

 3 convenience, yes.  CTV facilities are apparently being

 4 marked with a purplish color.  Cable modem availa bility

 5 along those lines is in green.  And, in this exch ange,

 6 they're pretty much the same or are identical.  I n some

 7 of the other exchanges, they might have only been  in

 8 Merrimack, there was sometimes a discrepancy wher e you

 9 would see purple, but not see any green.

10 The key issue is to look for roads that

11 don't have green and purple, and that would be a road

12 that does not have cable available to it or cable  modem

13 available to it.  And, there are some of those in  this

14 exchange.  And, in some of the other exchanges, i t's

15 much more extensive, you'll see many roads.  Wher eas,

16 in this one, there's very few roads.  

17 There's little black dots.  And, it's

18 not completely clear what those represent, but I don't

19 think those are errors or, you know, spats of ink .  I

20 think those might be houses or TDS customers.  An d, if

21 I'm correct in understanding that, then that give s you

22 an indication of which customers actually can get  the

23 cable service.  It would be a question of how far  away

24 from the road they would have to be and how far C able
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 1 is willing to extend the drop.  But you would ass ume

 2 they would normally go at least a few hundred fee t off

 3 the road.  

 4 In this particular map, there's _______

 5 roads that ______________________________________ ____

 6 ____.  So, what you're look for, for example, abo ut in

 7 the middle to right, there's a road called ______ ____

 8 _____.  It's hard to describe exactly, but it's n ear

 9 where the -- over on the right, you have a _____

10 __________________exchange, and there's kind of l ike a

11 boundary marker that has a corner there marked wi th

12 "u".  So, you can find your eye there, and then l ook up

13 from that corner, maybe you'll see the road calle d

14 ________________.

15 Q. Right.

16 A. That seems to be an example, I believe, of a ro ad that,

17 for whatever reason, ____________________________ ____

18 down that route.  Another example on this appears  to be

19 just a little bit to the north and west of that

20 example, where it says ____________, there appear s to

21 be a road with ________ customers that __________ ____

22 _________ to them.  And, then, if you come over a

23 little bit to the east of that, there's a little road

24 that's winding through.  It, again, _____________ _ to
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 1 the green or purple on it.  So, again, that seems  to be

 2 an example of where _____________________________ _____

 3 __________ road.  But, inside town, there tend to  be

 4 more.  

 5 There are ______ exchanges -- well, one

 6 thing that's a little confusing, makes me questio n the

 7 map a little bit, is -- just show you one example  what

 8 makes we a little queasy.  If you go over to the left,

 9 about in the middle, there is a -- what appears t o be a

10 subdivision.  And, the cable ____________________ _____

11 subdivision, but there's ____________ dots.  So, maybe

12 the subdivider, the developer, __________________ ____

13 in, but there's ________________________.  It's n ot

14 clear what's going on there, but I think that's w hat's

15 happening there.  

16 There are some other exchanges where the

17 pattern I just described to you, the same sort of

18 pattern appears, but the proportion shifts.  So, let me

19 see if I can find a sample.  Well, let's take -- here's

20 another example.  We've got a Boscawen exchange.  Can

21 we get them a copy of that map?  If we don't have  that

22 one handy -- you do?  Okay.

23 Q. I think, with you describing locations, you act ually

24 can make out the distinction even on the small on es.
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 1 So, --

 2 A. Okay.  Good.  So, this is just one more example  of

 3 Boscawen, where you can see __________________

 4 _________________________________________________ ____

 5 _________________________________________________ ____.

 6 Over on the entire left side of this exchange, th ere

 7 _____________________________________________, or  the

 8 upper left, you see ___________________ that I as sume

 9 are __________________, coming along ____________

10 _______, and ____________________.  And, then, ov er in

11 the lower left, we have a road called ___________ _____,

12 appears there's _____________________.  So, I wou ld

13 assume if you test, you know, a legitimate addres s on

14 _____________________________, you can determine

15 _________________________________________________ _, or

16 if ________________________.  That's presumably w hy the

17 caveats are there on the website about "you've go t to

18 check your address", ____________________________ _____

19 this, this particular exchange, a ______________ of the

20 roads _______________________.  But, down in town , it's

21 _________________________________________________ _____

22 to in my testimony.  That you'd expect __________ ____

23 _________________________________________________ ____

24 of the exchange, it's ___________________.  And, until
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 1 you check the facts, you don't know what you're g oing

 2 to find.

 3 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  All right.  Thank you.

 4 I think that does it for me.  Thank you.

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Feltes, how much

 6 time do you need to prepare for redirect?  

 7 MR. FELTES:  Prepare or do?

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, how much of a

 9 recess?  Fifteen minutes?  

10 MR. FELTES:  Fifteen minutes would be

11 sufficient.  Thank you.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  All right.  And, we'll

13 recess and resume at 3:00.

14 (Whereupon a recess was taken at 2:56 

15 p.m. and the hearing resumed at 3:25 

16 p.m.) 

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We're back on the

18 record.  And, turning to Mr. Feltes for redirect.

19 MR. FELTES:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

20 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

21 BY MR. FELTES: 

22 Q. Dr. Johnson, Commissioner Ignatius had asked yo u some

23 questions about the maps.  Is there anything you would

24 like to add about the maps?  Specifically, what d oes
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 1 the green line mean?

 2 A. Oh, sure.  Just to make sure the record is clea r, in

 3 case I misspoke myself.  The green is simply indi cating

 4 that cable modem facilities are available along t he

 5 cable plant on that street.  So, it basically ind icates

 6 "this is a street in which cable is available, an d then

 7 cable has been equipped for cable modem internet

 8 service."

 9 Q. And, would that mean that voice service is pote ntially

10 available on the green line?

11 A. That's a reasonable speculation.

12 Q. Now, if a customer was living on a green line, and they

13 punched in their address in the Comcast website, what

14 type of service offerings would or would not appe ar or

15 is it uncertain?

16 A. I guess that's why they're supposed to punch it  in.

17 You can't be absolutely certain, presumably, at t he --

18 one would expect the basic tariff offering were

19 available.  And, depending on when they type it i n,

20 maybe one of these bundles or one of the promotio nal

21 rates might also be available to them.

22 Q. Now, turning your attention to an exhibit that Mr.

23 Coolbroth had referred to, that's Exhibit 19.  It 's a

24 30-page FCC -- or, 30 or thereabouts FCC document .
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. And, if I can draw your attention to Table 9, o n Page

 3 20, which had been discussed earlier.

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. Is there anything you would like to add, perhap s, after

 6 reviewing this table more thoroughly in the break ,

 7 about this table?

 8 A. Two things, actually.  First, I just -- I allud ed to

 9 the fact that it's been my experience that someti mes

10 averages can be misleading.  And that, when you a verage

11 in rural and urban areas, the numbers sometimes c an

12 give one impression.  And, if you get a further

13 breakdown, you discover the pattern is different in the

14 rural areas.  And, I don't have a whole lot to ad d on

15 that, but I did want to just suggest that the ver y

16 heterogeneity of the numbers we're seeing on this  table

17 reinforces the importance of that distinction, an d

18 limits the amount of weight I suggest you put on this

19 sort of nationwide/statewide data, because we're

20 dealing with a very specific part of New Hampshir e

21 specifically.  And, to just kind of give some emp hasis

22 to that point, that's sort of clear to me when I look

23 at these heterogeneous numbers, is to just cite a

24 couple of examples of states that are somewhat mo re
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 1 rural than the national average.  And, I notice h ow

 2 some of their numbers are quite different than th e

 3 national average.  

 4 So, for example, Idaho has a lot of

 5 rural areas.  Happens to have about a 14 percent

 6 non-ILEC penetration.  Despite the fact that Idah o is a

 7 state that's encouraged competition, and the

 8 Legislature has, you know, taken steps to encoura ge it

 9 and so forth, yet, the actual penetration is pret ty

10 low.  And, perhaps, the reason it's only 14 perce nt is,

11 if you further drill down in the Idaho data, you might

12 discover what competition there is is pretty much

13 concentrated in Boise, and out in the rural areas  there

14 might not be much.  

15 Another example would be Mississippi.

16 We know that's a pretty rural state.  It tends to  have

17 a lot of rural customers.  And, it's down at

18 16 percent.

19 Another example is Missouri, which has a

20 mixture of urban and rural areas.  And, it's runn ing,

21 it's right next to Mississippi, it's also running

22 16 percent.  And, my intuition and my experience

23 suggests that St. Louis is going to be a lot high er

24 percentage than some other parts of the state.  
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 1 So, all I'm trying to suggest is, don't

 2 put too much weight on statewide or nationwide da ta.

 3 You really need to be focusing on the specifics o f

 4 TDS's service area and exchanges.

 5 The only other point from these tables

 6 is to make sure that the Commission doesn't

 7 misunderstand the column of data that we've been

 8 looking at.  When we talk about the "non-ILEC"

 9 activity, and the extent to which they have won o ver

10 customers, it's pretty clear right on the surface  of

11 the table that the customers they are gaining are  in

12 the bundled part of the market or it's the market  for

13 people who, you know, buy a bunch of different

14 services, and, by bundling them together, they ju st get

15 one bill, it's more convenient.  And, that is whe re

16 they have had the most success.  

17 It's pretty clear, right on the surface

18 of the document, that's true.  If you look at the

19 "nationwide" total at the very bottom, you can se e that

20 15 million lines were sold bundled with Internet

21 service, and only 3.6 million were not sold bundl ed

22 with Internet.  So, that alone, it reinforces the  point

23 that I've been making, which is that the cable ca rriers

24 are primarily engaged in a focus on customers for  whom
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 1 bundles are appealing.  

 2 But the point I want to point out to

 3 you, because I think it could be misleading, if y ou

 4 look at this table, the column that's labeled

 5 "Stand-alone" doesn't mean necessarily what we've  been

 6 calling "stand-alone phone service".  You know, i t's

 7 called "stand-alone".  What it is is it's not bun dled

 8 with Internet service.  So, if you swing all the way

 9 back to Page 6, at the bottom, they have a narrat ive

10 explanation of the tables that follow.  And, in t hat

11 narrative explanation, it says "We also note that  a

12 retailer's standalone service might be", and I'm going

13 to ellipse out a digression to get to emphasis on  a key

14 point, which is that "a standalone service might be...a

15 cable system's bundle of interconnected VoIP and cable

16 TV service."  So, there's several examples here, but

17 the critical one they need to understand is, from  their

18 point of view, if it's not bundled with Internet,  even

19 if it's bundled with video, it's reported as

20 "stand-alone".

21 So, when we go back to the statistics,

22 if 15 million of the lines nationwide are bundled  with

23 Internet, the balance include some lines that are

24 bundled with video service.  People only just get  two
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 1 items in a bundle, video plus phone.  And, they'r e

 2 labeling that as "stand-alone", but that's not th e way

 3 we're using the term "stand-alone", obviously.  B ut

 4 they do not report separately how many customers are

 5 actually buying phone service without buying eith er

 6 video or Internet.  I would assume it's a very sm all

 7 percentage of the total, from my own observation of the

 8 market.  But there is no way to know what that

 9 percentage is.

10 Q. Commissioner Below had -- before I go onto that , the

11 sentence that you were reading from, Dr. Johnson,  on

12 Page 6, just to clarify, was that -- what bullet point

13 was that from on Page 6?

14 A. The first bullet point, the last sentence, long ,

15 convoluted sentence.  But the last sentence of th e

16 first bullet point clarifies that what they are

17 including within their terminology of "stand-alon e".

18 Q. Okay.  And, going to this distinction between

19 "stand-alone" and "stand-alone with video or anot her

20 bundle", Commissioner Below had asked you a quest ion

21 about, you know, benchmarks, in terms of what seg ment

22 of "the market".  Can you clarify what the market  of

23 interest might be here?

24 A. Well, obviously, there can be several different  markets
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 1 that might interest the Commission.  I think the market

 2 for basic telephone service is the most important

 3 market, and certainly needs to be part of the ana lysis,

 4 because that is the market that has the most rele vance

 5 to the concern about universal service and

 6 affordability and availability.

 7 But, to the extent we talk about

 8 different segments of the market, there can be th e --

 9 the segment of the market, you know, people who a re

10 interested in bundled services, people who are

11 interested in multiple upgraded services, vertica l

12 services and the like.  I'm not trying to suggest  that

13 the Commission should ignore those other submarke ts.

14 But I do believe that it's very important to give

15 adequate consideration to the market for basic

16 telephone service.

17 Q. Given all the documents that have been presente d to you

18 by Attorney Coolbroth, have you changed your opin ion

19 that TDS is -- excuse me, that Comcast is not com peting

20 in the market for basic phone service provided by  KTC?

21 A. No.  I don't believe those documents change by

22 understanding of the market or their strategy or their

23 status in the industry.

24 Q. Do you have anything further you'd like to add?
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 1 A. No.

 2 MR. FELTES:  Thank you.

 3 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Then, I believe

 4 that completes the testimony of Dr. Johnson.  Tha nk you.

 5 And, you're excused.  Thank you.

 6 WITNESS JOHNSON:  Thank you.

 7 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, we've marked all of

 8 the exhibits, correct, for -- that were put forwa rd in

 9 cross-examination?  Exhibits 18, 19, and 20?

10 MR. MALONE:  Yes.  I believe there were

11 17, 18, 19, and 20.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  Is

13 Mr. Eckberg ready to take the stand?

14 MS. HATFIELD:  Yes.  The OCA calls

15 Stephen Eckberg.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, off the record for

17 a second.

18 (Brief off-the-record discussion 

19 ensued.) 

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  All right.  Back on the

21 record.  Ms. Hatfield.

22 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you.

23 (Whereupon Stephen R. Eckberg was duly 

24 sworn and cautioned by the Court 
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 1 Reporter.) 

 2 STEPHEN R. ECKBERG, SWORN 

 3  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

 4 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

 5 Q. Good afternoon.  Would you please state your fu ll name

 6 for the record.

 7 A. My name is Stephen R. Eckberg.

 8 Q. And, by whom are you employed?

 9 A. I am employed by the Office of Consumer Advocat e.

10 Q. And, what position do you hold with the OCA?

11 A. I'm a Utility Analyst.

12 Q. And, how long have you served in that position?

13 A. Since July 2007.

14 Q. Have you testified before the Commission previo usly as

15 an OCA analyst?

16 A. Yes, I have.

17 Q. Did you file testimony in this third phase of t his

18 docket?

19 A. Yes, I did.  In this third phase, and I also fi led

20 testimony in the second phase of this docket.

21 Q. Do you have your testimony in this phase before  you?

22 A. I do have a copy of that, yes.

23 Q. And, was it filed on September 3rd, 2010?

24 A. Yes, it was.  That's what the date on the cover  letter
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 1 is.

 2 Q. And, was it prepared by you or under your direc tion?

 3 A. Yes, it was.

 4 Q. Do you have any corrections to make to that tes timony?

 5 A. No, I don't.

 6 Q. And, do you adopt it today as your own?

 7 A. I do.

 8 MS. HATFIELD:  Mr. Chairman, I'd like to

 9 have this marked as I believe "OCA 17".  

10 MS. DENO:  That's right.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So marked.

12 (The document, as described, was 

13 herewith marked as Exhibit OCA 17 for 

14 identification.) 

15 MS. HOLLENBERG:  The witness is

16 available for cross-examination.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Mr. Feltes?

18 MR. FELTES:  No cross, Mr. Chairman.

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Fossum?

20 MR. FOSSUM:  At the moment, maybe just

21 one question.

22 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

23 BY MR. FOSSUM: 

24 Q. Mr. Eckberg, turning to Page 12 of your testimo ny, and
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 1 specifically Line 3.

 2 A. I have that in front of me.

 3 Q. There you state "It is possible that Mr. Murray

 4 produced these printouts by manual editing" --

 5 "manually editing the URL in the web browser's ad dress

 6 bar."  Did I read that correctly?  

 7 A. Yes, you did.

 8 Q. And, "these printouts" refers to the printouts attached

 9 to Mr. Murray's affidavit, is that accurate?

10 A. Yes.  By "these printouts", I meant "his printo uts",

11 yes.

12 Q. Is it your belief that Mr. Murray fabricated th ose

13 printouts or somehow otherwise produced them, oth er

14 than by essentially searching through the Interne t or

15 that he did, in fact, manually manipulate his sea rch to

16 produce those printouts?

17 A. No, not at all.  I think that my testimony just  merely

18 tries to raise that as a possibility, because I h ad, as

19 I tried to identify throughout my testimony here in

20 this section, that I had significant difficulty i n

21 trying to reproduce those printouts exactly as he  had

22 done.

23 Q. Okay.  I just wanted to clarify that it was -- it's not

24 your belief that Mr. Murray had somehow invented that
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 1 information?

 2 A. No, I don't believe he invented them.  I just c ouldn't

 3 reproduce how he had done them, with the methods that I

 4 tried to do that.

 5 MR. FOSSUM:  Thank you.  I have nothing

 6 further.

 7 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Malone?

 8 MR. MALONE:  We have no questions, Mr.

 9 Chairman.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  And, no questions

11 from the Bench.  I take it there's no need for re direct?

12 (No verbal response) 

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, you're excused.

14 Thank you, Mr. Eckberg.

15 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Thank you very much.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Then, let's

17 address first the exhibits.  Is there any objecti on to

18 striking the identifications and admitting the ex hibits

19 into evidence?

20 MS. HATFIELD:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.  The

21 OCA continues to object to much of Mr. Murray's r ebuttal

22 testimony.  I understand the Commission has alrea dy ruled

23 on our Motion in Limine, but we did just want to register

24 our objection in this docket.  We continue to bel ieve that
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 1 much of his rebuttal is new testimony.  

 2 We also wanted to object to KTC

 3 Exhibit 14A.  This is the exhibit where Mr. Murra y makes

 4 several changes to his testimony.  And, let me be  clear,

 5 we do not object to the changes on the first page , where

 6 he updates his employment history.  But what the Company

 7 and Mr. Murray are referring to as "changes" or

 8 "corrections" to his testimony are things that Mr . Murray

 9 learned were problems with his testimony only aft er

10 attending the first technical session, and then r eally

11 after reading Mr. Eckberg's testimony.  So, we do n't think

12 it's appropriate to go back and change an affidav it

13 after-the-fact.  We know now, through his live te stimony

14 today and through his rebuttal, that he did reali ze that

15 what he provided wasn't actually a Comcast websit e.  But

16 this is an affidavit that is signed before a nota ry public

17 on June 10, 2010.  And, we don't think it's appro priate to

18 change it at this time.

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  It seems to create a

20 quandary then, doesn't it?  If he's going to -- y ou would

21 rather him adopt it as his affidavit at the time,  which we

22 have in the record, as we've got now three versio ns in the

23 record, the confidential, the public, at the time .  I

24 mean, isn't, for your purposes, isn't it better t o have on
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 1 the record how this has evolved over time, and 14 A

 2 indicates that he's erred in the first instance?  I just

 3 -- I don't know what you want us to do.  You don' t want

 4 14A to be in the record?

 5 MS. HATFIELD:  The changes that are

 6 proposed for Page 2 of 14A we don't think are app ropriate.

 7 And, we think that Mr. Murray, because he had a c hance for

 8 rebuttal, he made those points or he had a chance  to in

 9 the rebuttal that he filed.  And, we don't think it's

10 legally appropriate for a party to go back and re write

11 their understanding of facts on a certain date.  And, it's

12 -- I don't think Mr. Murray said "I realized that  on June

13 10th, 2010 that I was wrong."  I believe what he said was

14 "I realized later that I was wrong."  So, we woul d rather

15 have his actual true statement in his affidavit s tand,

16 what he filed back in June.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Do you have any

18 response, Mr. Malone, on that issue?

19 MR. MALONE:  Mr. Chairman, I'm sort of

20 in a quandary myself.  Mr. Murray's affidavit ref lected

21 his honest understanding of the situation at the time.  He

22 reflected on it, and took a look at the evidence,  and

23 realized that it was incorrect.  I think that the

24 Commission would encourage, you know, the correct ion of
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 1 this and the fostering of the correct evidence in  the

 2 record.  I don't understand how there's anything to be

 3 accomplished by retaining his misunderstanding in  the

 4 search to -- you know, or the resolution of this matter. 

 5 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  With respect to

 7 the underlying motion to strike from the Office o f

 8 Consumer Advocate, we already ruled on that.  So,  we're

 9 going to strike the identifications and admit int o

10 evidence all of the exhibits, with the one provis o that

11 we're going to take under advisement the ruling w ith

12 respect to 14A and what's the appropriate treatme nt of

13 that particular affidavit as it's been offered fo r

14 correction.  It may ultimately end up being six o f one and

15 half a dozen of another, because I think the reco rd is

16 fully developed, but let's try to be as correct a s we can

17 be.  So, we'll take some time to consider the arg uments

18 with respect to 14A.

19 We had one other outstanding motion, and

20 that's the Motion for Leave to File Proposed Find ings and

21 Rulings.  Is there anything else that we need to address

22 today, in terms of other motions?  Mr. Linder.

23 MR. LINDER:  We wanted to ask the

24 Commission about briefs, as well as findings and rulings.
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Is there an agreement

 2 among the parties as to briefs or a briefing sche dule?

 3 MR. LINDER:  We had discussions, but we

 4 didn't come to resolution, if I'm representing th is

 5 accurately.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Well, let's --

 7 and, then, I assume, if there were briefs, that w ould be

 8 in lieu of closings arguments?

 9 MR. LINDER:  That would be my

10 understanding.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Is there an argument for

12 no briefs?

13 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14 The parties have filed four briefs in this case s ince

15 2007.  So, we would strongly prefer not to file a  fifth

16 brief.  So, I would offer, as perhaps a middle gr ound,

17 that the parties file a written closing.  And, we  can

18 agree to a very small page limit where we could p ut

19 forward our closings, which would include legal a rgument

20 upon which perhaps findings and rulings could be based, if

21 the Commission grants that motion.

22 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Was that where you were

23 headed, Mr. Linder, or were you going in a differ ent

24 direction?  
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 1 MR. LINDER:  I think that would be

 2 satisfactory, as long as there's room for a short  legal

 3 argument that would help support the findings.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Malone?

 5 MR. MALONE:  Yes.  We'd be fine with a

 6 short written closing statement.

 7 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Fossum, I'm assuming

 8 you agree with that?

 9 MR. FOSSUM:  Yes, I guess so, in light

10 of the agreement amongst everyone else.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  Well,

12 let's get back to the Motion for Findings and Rul ings.  I

13 just want to make sure I understand, in the first

14 instance, Mr. Feltes, it seems like I was reading  this as

15 you were talking about a two-step process, where there

16 would be proposed rulings and findings, we would then set

17 forth our rulings and findings, and then there wo uld be

18 briefs or arguments about that?  Or, I'm -- that seemed to

19 be what you were saying in the first, at the begi nning, in

20 Paragraph 3 of the filing.  But it sounds like we 're past

21 that, in any event.

22 MR. FELTES:  Mr. Chairman, I apologize

23 for the confusion.  What we would do, in lieu of the

24 agreement, is file a brief closing argument and a ppend to
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 1 that closing argument proposed findings of fact a nd

 2 rulings of law attached to it.  So, you know, the re would

 3 be proposed findings of fact and conclusions of l aw, the

 4 proposed findings of fact and conclusion of law, but there

 5 would be a brief written closing, you know, basic ally in

 6 front of it, which helps explain perhaps some of the

 7 proposed findings or perhaps it includes a little  bit of

 8 legal argument, not much, but to support the prop osed

 9 findings of fact and conclusions of law.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I guess, because when I

11 read 541-A:35 and what the purpose of that is, an d it's

12 really to provide an appellate review a meaningfu l

13 opportunity to understand what the court or the a gency did

14 below.  And, I think there's been a consistent se t of

15 cases, and even most recently with the PUC in the  Nashua

16 eminent domain proceeding, where it was found tha t the

17 form of our order was sufficient to conduct an ap pellate

18 review, and there was no need for findings and ru lings to

19 be what it sounds like you're saying is set out i n a

20 numbered way.  So, it sounds like what you're rea lly

21 saying is, it sounds to me, it's like how you wan t to

22 structure your written submissions to the Commiss ion.

23 You've had an opportunity to provide testimony.  You're

24 going to have -- you've had opportunity for argum ent,
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 1 you're going to have an opportunity to put in a w ritten

 2 closing.  Whether you want to structure it in a p articular

 3 way I think is your call, because it doesn't seem  that

 4 there's -- because we're getting down to "what ar e the

 5 ultimate facts we have to find?  What's the ultim ate

 6 rulings we have to find?"

 7 MR. FELTES:  That's right.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, I'm just -- I'm

 9 really not getting kind of the thrust of the moti on in the

10 first instance.

11 MR. FELTES:  You know, the thrust of it

12 really is just to help clarify and allow the part ies an

13 ability to put forward specific proposed findings  of fact

14 and conclusions of law, that -- which may or may not be

15 granted.  It could be, perhaps, an easier, expedi ted way

16 to make a ruling in the case.  We're not suggesti ng that a

17 ruling in this case would not, you know, potentia lly set

18 forth findings and rulings.  But the fallback pos ition,

19 basically, is, if an administrative agency does n ot have a

20 specific rule on a procedure, that the gap fillin gs of a

21 procedure is the Attorney General's Office Justic e

22 Department rules.  And, so, we just respectfully requested

23 that we would have an ability to present our case  in light

24 of that rule, which provides for proposed finding s, that
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 1 there's not a Public Utilities Commission rule on  whether

 2 or not there's proposed findings.

 3 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, there's a

 4 Commission -- a PUC statute on what should be in an order,

 5 363:17-b, which I think is, in some respects, is the PUC

 6 comparable statute to 541-A:35.

 7 CMSR. BELOW:  Right.  And, that's the

 8 question I would wonder about, is 541-A:35, entit led

 9 "Decisions and Orders", discusses, on a generic b asis, in

10 adjudicated proceedings, what is supposed to be i n a final

11 decision.  It states that it "shall include findi ngs of

12 fact and conclusions of law, separately stated."  And,

13 then, RSA 363:17-b, "Final Orders", which is spec ific to

14 the PUC, is structured in a similar manner, but s ays "A

15 final order shall include, but not be limited to:   The

16 identities of all parties; the positions of each party on

17 each issue; a decision on each issue including th e

18 reasoning behind the decision; and the concurrenc e or

19 dissent of each commissioner participating in the

20 decision."  

21 And, then, there's additional language

22 in 541-A:35 about how it's served upon the partie s, which

23 is actually picked up in our statute under 363:17 -c kind

24 of continues and completes that line of thought.  
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 1 So, I think our question or concern is

 2 that we seem to have a process in the specific st atute

 3 that, you know, fills -- addresses the same issue .  It

 4 fills -- there's not really a void in our rules, because

 5 there's a statute that specifically speaks to thi s in a

 6 way that's unique for the Commission.

 7 MR. FELTES:  Right.  We understand that,

 8 you know, that that speaks to that general issue.   I

 9 suppose an alternative proposal could be that we can set

10 forth in our closing statement, in our closing wr itten

11 statement, the proposed -- sort of the proposed f indings

12 or the issues that we want or request specific fi ndings

13 on.

14 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We're going to

16 deny the Motion for Findings of Facts and Rulings  of Law.

17 And, however you want to structure your written c losing

18 statement, then that's at your discretion.

19 MR. FELTES:  Thank you.

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, is there anything

21 else we need to address this afternoon?  Mr. Malo ne.

22 MR. MALONE:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.  Can we

23 set a page limit on the closing statements?

24 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Please.
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I thought I heard a

 2 proposal of five pages.  Is that significant enou gh for

 3 everyone or do we have to --

 4 MR. ECKBERG:  Font size, single space,

 5 double space --

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, can we hold it off

 7 please, because we've got a court reporter who's trying to

 8 capture what's being said.  Off the record, Steve .

 9 (Brief off-the-record discussion 

10 ensued.) 

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Let's get back on

12 the record.  Okay.  We'll have opportunity for br iefs, ten

13 pages.  Now, I'm assuming -- or, not "briefs", ex cuse me,

14 it's a written closing statement in lieu of brief s, with

15 no more than ten pages.  There's the issue of tim ing.

16 Does everyone want to see the transcript before t his is

17 filed or is that necessary?

18 MR. FELTES:  Yes.  Yes, we would like to

19 see the transcript.

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, Mr. Patnaude, how

21 long do you -- okay, off the record.  

22 (Brief off-the-record discussion ensued 

23 regarding receipt of the transcript.) 

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Let's have the written
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 1 closing we'll do, be due within one week of recei pt of the

 2 transcript, and shall be no longer than ten pages .

 3 Any other details to address?

 4 (No verbal response) 

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Hearing nothing

 6 else, then we will close this hearing, wait for a  filing

 7 of written statements, and take the matter under

 8 advisement.  Thank you, everyone.

 9 (Whereupon the hearing ended at 3:59 

10 p.m.) 
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